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Message from the MMTC Chair

Dear MMTC colleagues and friends, 

 

I hope this message finds you well! I would like to take this opportunity to invite all of you to the next MMTC meeting 

at IEEE GLOBECOM 2017 in Singapore. We will meet old and new friends, and review the MMTC activities with 

updates from the officers, boards, and IGs, as well as updates of MMTC sponsored conferences/workshops at these 

meetings. We will also discuss potential problems and challenges, as well as any issues that are raised at the meeting.   

 

The MMTC meeting at IEEE GLOBECOM 2017 in Singapore 

When:    12:00-14:00, Wednesday, Dec. 6, 2017 

Where:   Room 4913, Marina Bay Sands Singapore,10 Bayfront Avenue, Singapore 018956 

 

In addition, we will recognize two MMTC Communications Board members with the 2017 MMTC Best Editor Awards 

for their excellent service on the MMTC Communications-Frontiers and MMTC Communications-Reviews boards, 

respectively. The 2017 Best Editor Award winners are:  

 

Dr. Melike Erol-Kantarci 

University of Ottawa, Ottawa, Canada 

Citation: For outstanding service on the Frontiers Board  

 

Dr. Roger Zimmermann 

National University of Singapore, Singapore 

Citation: For outstanding service on the Review Board  

 

Big congratulations to Melike and Roger! The MMTC Communications are critical elements of the MMTC. Several 

other TCs have started or plan to start similar publications as motived by the success of MMTC Communications. I 

would like to thank our Vice Chair-Letters & Member Communications, Dr. Honggang Wang, and the Frontiers and 

Reviews Boards for their hard work and excellent contributions to the MMTC! 

 

MMTC has a long history of close collaboration with key multimedia journals and magazines, such as IEEE 

Transactions on Multimedia (TMM), IEEE Transactions on Circuit and Systems for Video Technology (T-CSVT), 

and IEEE Multimedia (MM). Earlier this year, we nominated three candidates, through a rigorous voting procedure, 

for Associate Editor (AE) of TMM. Two of them, Dr. Chuan Wu (The University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong) and 

Dr. Sanjeev Mehrotra (Microsoft AI & Research, USA) have been appointed as TMM AE by the Editor-in-Chief Dr. 

Wenwu Zhu. In addition, Dr. Huadong Ma (Beijing University of Posts and Telecommunications, China), a long time 

active member of MMTC, has also been appointed as TMM AE (nominated by another TC). Congratulations to Chuan, 

Sanjeev and Huadong!  

 

As nominated by the MMTC, Drs. Xiaoqing Zhu (Cisco Systems Inc.), Mahbub Hassan (University of New South 

Wales), Hermann Hellwagner (Alpen-Adria-Universitaet Klagenfurt), and myself has guest edited a TMM Special 

Issue on “Video Over Future Networks.” We received a total of forty-one submissions, and sixteen of them were 

accepted after two rounds of rigorous reviews. This special issue has been published in the October 2017 issue of 

TMM. In addition, MMTC nominated two special issue proposals to TMM, and the TMM editorial board has approved 

the following special issue. Please consider submitting your latest work to this special issue.  

 

IEEE TMM Special Issue on “Trustworthiness in Social Multimedia Analytics and Delivery: Models, 

Technologies, Privacy, and Applications”  

Guest Editors: Profs. Zhou Su (Shanghai University, Shanghai, China), Qing Fang (Yamagata University, 

Yamagata, Japan), Honggang Wang (UMass Dartmouth, Dartmouth, MA, USA), Sanjeev Mehrotra 

(Microsoft, USA), Ali C. Begen (Ozyegin University, Istanbul, Turkey), Qiang (Chan) Ye (University of 

Prince Edward Island Charlottetown, PE, Canada), and Andrea Cavallaro (Queen Mary University of London, 

UK)   

Manuscript Due: July 1st, 2018  
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Recently, the incoming Editor-in-Chief of T-CSVT, Dr. Shipeng Li, has requested nominations/self-nominations from 

our TC for AE of T-CSVT, which shares great interests with the MMTC. Dr. Li also requests special issue proposals 

for T-CSVT from the MMTC community. The detailed call and nomination form have been distributed through the 

MMTC mailing list. Please check it out if you are interested.  

 

We also nominated four active MMTC members to the ComSoc Distinguished Lecturer Program. We will hear about 

the decisions from the Distinguished Lecturers Selection Committee at GLOBECOM 2017 shortly.  

 

I would like to take this opportunity to encourage you to get more involved in the MMTC activities. The current 

leadership team’s term will end by May 2018. A call for nominations for MMTC officers will be sent out in Spring 

2018 and the new officers for the next term will be voted at the MMTC meeting at IEEE ICC 2018, May 20-24, 2018, 

in Kansas City, MO, USA. Please consider nominating a qualified colleague or submitting a self-nomination if you 

are interested.  

 

Check out the many resources and opportunities MMTC offers to its members at the MMTC website 

http://mmc.committees.comsoc.org, for MMTC sponsored journals, conferences/workshops, MMTC 

Communications—Frontiers and Reviews, and MMTC Interest Groups. Every year, MMTC recommends associate 

editors and special issue proposals to sponsored journals (e.g., IEEE Transactions on Multimedia) and TPC or Track 

Co-Chairs to sponsored conferences (e.g., IEEE ICC, IEEE GLBOECOM, IEEE ICME, IEEE CCNC, etc.). MMTC 

also helps its members for elevation to senior member or Fellow of the IEEE, and nominates Distinguished Lectures 

to ComSoc. In addition, MMTC recognizes its members with the Best Journal and Conference Paper Awards, 

Distinguished Service Award, Outstanding Leadership Award, and Excellent Editor Awards every year. Please stay 

tuned for announcements from the MMTC mailing list.  

 

I thank the Frontier Board Members for their hard work and hope you enjoy reading this MMTC Communications—

Frontiers issue. If you have any suggestions or comments, please do not hesitate to contact me.  

 

Sincerely, 

 

 
 

Shiwen Mao 

Chair, Multimedia Communications Technical Committee 

IEEE Communications Society 

 
 

  

http://mmc.committees.comsoc.org/
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SPECIAL ISSUE ON Data Analytics for Smart Grid and Electric Vehicles 

Guest Editor: Melike Erol-Kantarci, University of Ottawa, Canada  

{melike.erolkantarci}@uottawa.ca  

 

Data analytics recently started to play a significant role in large complex systems that generate vast amount data 

which is referred to as big data. Today, big data can come from a variety of devices, vehicles, buildings, power grid 

equipment, and Internet of Things (IoT). Smart grid and Electric Vehicles (EVs) are among the largest producers 

and consumers of big data. There is a close relationship between electric vehicle and smart grid since the charging 

behavior of EVs unavoidably influences the grid. Especially the charging station plays an important role between 

electric vehicle and smart grid. Besides the big data generated by these integrated systems, as consumers of the data, 

smart grid and EVs can benefit significantly from data analytics in decision making. 

The five papers included in this special issue on “Data Analytics for Smart Grid and Electric Vehicles” brings a 

collection of points of views of globally recognized researchers in this field and provides the readers cutting-edge 

results from their groups. The included papers are briefly introduced below. 

In “Interconnection of Smart Grid and Electric Vehicles with a Charging System,” authored by G. Habault, G. Le Gall, 

G. Z. Papadopoulos, N. Montavont and P. Chatzimisios, the authors present solutions to provide efficient tools for 

combining monitoring information towards charging EVs. The authors aim to provide a smart charging service that 

help the driver to control the EV charging process based on information retrieved from several sources including the 

smart grid (e.g. pricing information, incentives), the user (e.g., preferences of the driver) and the availability of local 

generation. The presented tools allow the smart grid to control its network by providing pricing, incentives and 

information on its loads. 

P. D. Diamantoulakis and G. K. Karagiannidis, in their paper titled “Big Data Analytics for Smart Grid Supervisory 

Control,” emphasize the importance of Big Data Analytics to provide efficient solutions in specific problems related 

to data processing in the smart grid. The authors focus on supervisory control and intelligent real-time monitoring 

techniques that enable detecting abnormal events, finding their location and causes, and even predicting and 

eliminating faults before they happen. They also discuss big data analytics in demand side energy management and 

EV charging control, as well as discussing security and privacy aspect of the topic which has paramount importance.  

The paper entitled, “A scalable and interoperable platform for transactional demand reduction,” by J. Fattahi and H. 

Schriemer introduce a novel architecture that involves demand response through transactional balance between power 

demand and supply. Within the presented Grid Edge Active Transactional Demand Response (GREAT-DR) 

architecture, the authors propose to employ near real-time communication between a transformer-level demand 

controller and its network of home energy management systems. The aim is to maximize electricity demand reduction 

by optimally scheduling the operation of each home energy management system. The importance of data, its usage, 

as well as security and privacy concerns are all delicately treated by the authors.  

In “Electric Vehicle Charging Recommendation and Enabling ICT Technologies: Recent Advances and Future 

Directions,” by Y. Cao, H. Song, O. Kaiwartya, A. Lei, Y. Wang and G. Putrus, the authors summarize the recent 

interdisciplinary research works on EV charging recommendations concerning big data and provide an original 

taxonomy on how Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) technologies support the EV charging use case. They also 

discuss energy integration and sustainability as a future perspective to the topic.  

The research in “Big Data for Electric Vehicle-Grid Integration (EVGI) Decision Making,” by N. Singh, M. 

Kisacikoglu and M. Erol-Kantarci surveys the recent research efforts that make use of big data tools in the smart grid 

and EV domain. The authors first provide a classification of potential big data sources. They, then, introduce research 

studies that use tools such as Hadoop, NoSQL and Weka, in order to process big data arriving from EVs and 

transportation systems. The authors show how these data has been used in decision making such as siting of public 

charging stations.  

The purpose of this special issue is to introduce several state-of-the-art research efforts in big data analytics in the 

smart grid and electric vehicle fields. The valuable contributions of the renowned researchers make the special issue 

an excellent collection for the readers. The guest editor is thankful for all the authors for their contributions and the 

help from the MMTC Communications – Frontiers Board. 
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Melike Erol-Kantarci is an assistant professor at the School of Electrical Engineering and 
Computer Science at the University of Ottawa, ON, Canada. She is the founding director of the 
Networked Systems and Communications Research (NETCORE) laboratory. She is also a courtesy 
assistant professor at the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering at Clarkson University, 
Potsdam, NY, where she was an assistant professor prior to joining University of Ottawa. She 
received her Ph.D. and M.Sc. degrees in Computer Engineering from Istanbul Technical University 
in 2009 and 2004, respectively. During her Ph.D. studies, she was a Fulbright visiting researcher at 
the Computer Science Department of the University of California Los Angeles (UCLA). She is an 

editor of the IEEE Communications Letters and IEEE Access. She is the co-editor of the books “Transportation and 
Power Grid in Smart Cities: Communication Networks and Services” and “Smart Grid: Networking, Data 
Management, and Business Models”. She is a senior member of the IEEE and the past vice-chair for Women in 
Engineering (WIE) at the IEEE Ottawa Section. She is currently the vice-chair of Green Smart Grid Communications 
special interest group of IEEE Technical Committee on Green Communications and Computing. She is also the 
research group leader for IEEE Smart Grid and Big Data Standardization. Her main research interests are 5G and 
beyond wireless networks, smart grid, cyber-physical systems, electric vehicles, Internet of Things, big data and 
wireless sensor networks.  
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Interconnection of Smart Grid and Electric Vehicles with a Charging System 

 

Guillaume Habault1, Guillaume Le Gall1, Georgios Z. Papadopoulos1,  

Nicolas Montavont1 and Periklis Chatzimisios2 

1 IMT Atlantique, IRISA, UBL, Rennes Campus, France 

{guillaume.habault, guillaume. legall, georgios.papadopoulos,  

nicolas.montavont}@imt-atlantique.fr  
2CSSN Research Lab, Department of Informatics, Alexander TEI of Thessaloniki, Greece 

pchatzimisios@ieee.org
 

1. Introduction 

 

The electricity demand is expected to significantly increase in the coming years, and part of this increase is due to the 

emergence of Electric Vehicles (EVs). In the meanwhile, the power sector is undergoing important changes, mainly 

due to the switch from fossil to renewable energies, the evolving energy policies and the emergence of less-reliable 

renewable micro-generation [1]. Furthermore, the grid structure is evolving from a centralized architecture to a 

distributed one with individual premises equipped with local renewable production units [2]. In order to efficiently 

balance production and consumption, real-time measurements, predictions and control capabilities are required in a 

widespread management system. Therefore, it is of crucial importance to set systems capable of monitoring devices 

and analyzing corresponding data in order to properly manage electric consumption, production and storage in what 

is called the Smart Grid (SG). Such management can be performed at different levels of the distribution network from 

the user premises to any aggregating nodes of utilities. 

 

The usage of EVs is steadily growing and progressively envisioned for the future, especially in order to reduce carbon 

footprint. So far, EVs and associated services have been deployed for fleet usage [3] and they are slowly appearing in 

home usage. However, EVs breakthrough has been delayed by the lack of charging stations within the transportation 

landscape and the number of concurrent standards. As a matter of fact, existing charging stations do not support all 

standards and this prevents EVs to be broadly deployed. Such charging stations must respond to multiple requirements 

in terms of power availability, location, charging mode, voltage output, vehicle compatibility and security at different 

levels [4]. As a result, some standardization efforts have to be made before dealing with the management of these 

charging stations. It is also worth mentioning that most of the charging stations that are currently deployed do not 

implement features related to the SG. Therefore, another challenge is to take into account energy availability, its cost 

and maintain battery performance while considering previously mentioned SG aspects. Therefore, some intelligence 

is required in order to properly use the available energy at a given time while considering battery constraints and cost. 

As a result, EV systems will benefit to be linked with SG systems in order for them to interact and determine optimal 

energy usage. 

 

In addition, SG systems will also benefit from being able to monitor and possibly control charging periods of EVs. 

Currently, the drivers mostly charge their EV when they arrive at work or when they come back home after work. 

Therefore, EVs are mainly charge during peak hours. According to Peças Lopes et al. in [5] such behavior is not to be 

considered for utilities since it will load the network even more than it is already. On the contrary, utilities should be 

able to improve their distribution network load by being able to inform about optimal periods and, thus, postpone the 

charging process at a more convenient time. However, the tools necessary to reach such a goal are not available yet. 

When both systems will be connected, some multi-objectives charging strategies will be required in order for the 

whole system to function. Several challenges arise with these goals, such as how to automate charging processes while 

enabling systems to consider user needs, prices and electricity availability as well as renewable energy production, if 

any.  

 

This article presents some solutions developed and studied in order to provide efficient tools for interconnecting 

different monitoring information towards a common goal: charging a private EV. We especially focus on the use case 

of charging private EVs, as it is the most emerging scenario to encourage deployment of EVs at home. The research 

carried out toward this use case enables them to provide a smart charging service that help the driver to control the 

EV charging process based on information retrieved from a) the SG (such as incentives); b) the user (needs for the 

EV); and c) the house (availability of local PhotoVoltaic (PV) production). 
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2. Architecture enabling efficient data analytics and advanced services 

 

This article aims to study private EV usage based on the scenario illustrated in Figure 1. In this use case, a house is 

equipped with an Energy Management System (EMS), a private EV, PV production units and stationary batteries. 

Several Internet of Things (IoT) devices are monitoring electricity consumption, production and storage of the house 

and its appliances. The EMS is managing all the monitored data from the house and if applicable, control appliances. 

The power produced by PV panels is stored in the stationary batteries and is available for the house consumption such 

as domestic appliances or the EV. The stationary batteries may have different purposes. They could be used to reduce 

house electricity cost but also, on grid-demand such as during peak hours, to reduce the overall load of the grid (the 

house would then receive incentives for such behaviors). House residents can inform the EMS of their needs regarding 

the appliances and the EV (when they will use it and when it will be available for charging process). With these 

information the EMS can decide when it can switch ON or OFF appliances but also shift in time some tasks (e.g., 

washing machine) in order to optimize house electricity balance. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Schematic view of the architecture scenario 
 

The house also interacts with outside equipment in order to retrieve useful information for its local management. First, 

it can communicate with the electric grid via its smart meter. This actually enables the EMS to receive grid demands 

and pricing information. Then, as presented in [2], it also have access to a service that can estimate future renewable 

production based on house position, weather forecast and historical production measurements.  

 

Based on the EV reservation scheduling, PV production estimation and grid-demand, the authors defined a smart 

charging system that computes the best periods to charge the EV while conforming to the EV battery constraints and 

user requests.  

 

 

3. Data analytics and communication toward optimal interactions between Smart Grid and EVs  

 

In order to properly plan EV charging, the house has to communicate with the grid using a SG architecture. This 

communication requires to be reliable for the house to always receive grid prices and demands. Research is conducted 

in order for the smart meter to have reliable communication using different technologies at the same time [6]. Based 

on these information, the EMS can determine electricity pricing profile as well as grid preferred periods. 

All monitored measurements from the house are sent to the EMS to let it store data and analyze them. Smart plugs 

using IEEE 802.15.4 connectivity are used to monitor and efficiently transmit appliance consumption information 

(e.g., coffee machine, boiler). These data help the EMS to determine electricity requirements for the appliances 
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compared to the PV production as shown in Figure 2. The house electricity production is monitored and controlled by 

utilizing an Arduino device. In [7], a set of mechanisms using semantics has been defined and studied in order to limit 

the impact of monitoring traffic in the network while providing dynamic control of data granularity.  
 

 
 

Fig. 2: Visualization of a building production (green) and consumption (other colors) 

 

As previously mentioned, the production measurements are compared to the weather forecast by an external service 

in order to estimate future production. This results in providing to the EMS an estimation production profile, which 

helps the EMS determine how to use such a production. Depending on the stationary battery state of charge, the EMS 

can decide to store the production and/or use the production. Based on these decisions, it can provide to the EV Supply 

Equipment (EVSE) an updated profile of the production available for the EV. 

 

The local charging station (EVSE) monitors the consumption of the EV and communicates with it via the protocol 

ISO/IEC 15118 [8]. This protocol allows the negotiation of a planned charging profile and provides several 

information such as when the EV is plugged into the charging system, the state of charge of the mobile battery as well 

as additional safety features (compared to basic charging). 

 

A charging system was developed at IMT Atlantique that uses the profiles that were previously defined and the authors 

implemented the ISO/IEC 15118 protocol. This software enables a negotiation of a charging profile between an EV 

and the grid (via the EMS). At the end of the negotiation, as shown in Figure 3, an optimal charging profile is obtained, 

taking into consideration: 

1. The constraints provided by the user, i.e., reservation scheduling, next departure (period of stay); 

2. The grid electricity prices profile and the preferred period; 

3. The stationary battery state of charge level profile as well as the production estimation profile. 

 

Several charging strategies can be envisioned with such a charging system. For instance, it can target to lower 

electricity cost for EV charging, to maximize usage of renewable production to charge EV and much more. 
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Fig. 3: Charging system dashboard  - Illustrations of different profiles used to compute a charging profile and control the process 

 

4. Conclusion 
In this article, a possible interaction between a Smart Grid system and an Electric Vehicle charging system based on 

data monitoring was presented. The tools developed in the studied scenario provide different benefits and they allow 

the Smart Grid to control its network by providing pricing, incentives and information on its loads. At the same time, 

the decision of the charging period is up to the final user based on its preferred strategy. It is clear that this 

implementation could be used for other scenarios and it will greatly enhance the EV penetration in both domestic and 

business areas. This implementation could even go further. Firstly, the EV could be seen as a mobile battery and 

instead of only be charged, its remaining power could also be re-injected in the network. This scenario could 

participate in reducing the load on the distribution network at given moments. Secondly, the proposed system could 

be enhanced by taking into consideration the charging stages and Battery Management System balancing strategy into 

the planned charging profile computation. 
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1. Introduction 

The development of new applications and requirements, such as the integration of millions of alternative distributed 

systems, the electric vehicles, the two-way flow of power, etc., places tremendous pressure on the existing power 

electricity grids, which need to be rapidly evolved [1]. The internet-of-things (IoT) is one of the major driving forces 

behind the next generation power electricity grids, termed as smart grids (SGs). The IoT refers to the use of advanced 

digital information technologies, such as sensing, data communications, and actuation [2], which are coordinated and 

controlled in a completely automatic manner, without any human intervention, by an end-to-end platform. The 

integration of this platform with the power electricity grid generates many new opportunities, such as the ability to 

manage the electricity demand in a sustainable, reliable, and economic manner. More specifically, SGs, by properly 

exploiting the new capabilities provided by the IoT, are envisioned to achieve: 

 Environmental protection 

 Steady availability of power, 

 Energy sustainability, 

 Environmental protection, 

 Prevention of failures, as well as well as optimized operational expenses (OPEX) of power production and 

distribution, and reduced future capital expenses (CAPEX) for thermal generators and transmission networks. 

For this purpose, each consumption/production location, as well as several components of the transmission and 

distribution network, such as relays, switches, transformers, and substations, have to be equipped with a smart meter 

for monitoring and measuring the bi-directional flow of power and data, while supervisory control and data acquisition 

(SCADA) systems are needed to control the grid operation [3]. Data mining is the standard process to harvest useful 

information from a stream of data, such as users' electricity demand, renewable power generation, and electric vehicles 

(EVs) state of battery, and transform it into an understandable structure for further use. The data mining process is 

based on the utilization of algorithms for discovering patterns among the data [4]. Efficient and effective data mining 

is crucial towards the optimized operation of the SG, since it strongly affects the related costs, the reliability of the 

grid and the service interruptions, the provided level of security, and the self-organization capability. Indeed, most of 

the research related to data mining in SGs deal with predictive analytics and load classification (LC), which are 

necessary for the load forecasting, bad data correction, anomaly detection, determination of the optimal energy 

resources scheduling, and setting of the power prices [5]. 

 

In order to deal with the stochastic nature of the SG, the data volume, variety, and velocity, as well as and the 

requirement for real-time learning/decision making and collective awareness, the SG demands advanced data analytic 

techniques, big data management, and powerful monitoring techniques [6]. Various techniques such as artificial 

intelligence, distributed and HPC, simulation and modeling, data network management, database management, and 

data warehousing are to be used to guarantee smooth running of SGs.  The main challenges of efficient data processing 

in SGs is the selection, deployment, monitoring, and analysis of aggregated data in real-time [7].  The efficient 

processing of the produced vast amount of data requires increased data storage and computing resources, which imply 

the need for high performance computing (HPC) techniques. 

 

In this work, it is highlighted that Big Data Analytics (BDA) can provide efficient solutions in specific problems 

related to data processing in SGs, which are described in the next sections. Section 2 presents the main challenges in 

failure detection using data analytics. Data driven demand side management (DSM) is discussed in Section 3. Section 

4 focuses on predictive analytics for electric vehicles. Section 5 is dedicated to privacy and security challenges, while 

Section 6 concludes the paper. 

 

 

 

2. Failure Protection 
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Insufficient monitoring and control of the power flow can increase the possibility of failure (e.g., due to load 

synchronization, overloading, congestion, etc.). The power grid, which is consisted of multiple components such as 

relays, switches, transformers, and substations, must be carefully monitored. Due to lack of robustness, the power grid 

is running to capacity and has become prone to failures caused by overloads, human errors, and natural disasters. 

Therefore, the SG requires intelligent real-time monitoring techniques in order to be capable of detecting abnormal 

events, finding their location and causes, and most importantly predicting and eliminating faults before they happen. 

This self-healing behavior, renders the power grid a real “immune system”, which is one of the most important 

characteristics of a SG framework [8], [9]. One major problem of self-healing control is the “uninterrupted power 

supply problem”, that is, real-time monitoring of network operation, prediction of the state power grid, timely 

detection, rapid diagnosis and elimination of hidden faults, without human intervention or only in a few cases. With 

self-healing capacity, the SG can also monitor a variety of disturbances, compensate for reactive power, re-distribute 

the trend, and avoid expansion of accidents. 

 

Critical events in SGs usually have temporal-spatial properties, which calls for temporal-spatial analysis [10]. A 

promising approach of BDA for fault detection, identification and causal impact analysis has been proposed in [11], 

which manages to keep comprehensive information from synchrophasor measurements in spatial and temporal 

domains, while substantially reducing data volume. The derived scheme manages to achieve a high level of situational 

awareness, which is investigated based on hidden Markov model (HMM). Interestingly, the proposed scheme has been 

tested on IEEE 39-bus and IEEE 118-bus systems. Also, five representative fault types are employed for evaluating 

the proposed characterization approach, i.e., generator grounding, load loss, generator outage, single transmission line 

outage, and three-phase transmission line outage. 

 

3. Data Driven Demand Side Management 

Energy management in a SG is a complicated, multi-variable procedure, since the latter enables an interconnected 

power distribution network by allowing a two-way flow of both power and data, as illustrated in Fig. 1. This contrasts 

with the traditional power grid, in which the electricity is generated at a central source and then distributed to 

consumers. Thanks to the bi-directional flow of information and power between suppliers and consumers, the grids 

become more adaptive to the increased penetration of distributed energy sources, encouraging also users’ participation 

in energy savings and cooperation through the DSM mechanism [12], [13]. 

 

 

 
Fig. 1: The integration of electrical and communication network in smart grid. 

 

DSM can be applied to both residential (e.g., cooling, heating, EVs charging, etc.) and industrial loads and includes 

three different concepts: i) energy consumption reduction, ii) energy consumption (or production) shifting to periods 

of low (or high) demand, and iii) efficient utilization of storage systems. It should be noticed here that plug-in EVs 

can be considered as storage devices, while the careful scheduling of their charging and discharging can benefit both 

their owners and the utilities. Obviously, this further increases the parameters that the DSM algorithms have to take 

into account, such as the EVs charging profiles. Consequently, the associated complexity is also increased, creating 

at the same time storage capacity prediction problems [14]. Thus, a crucial issue in SGs is how to manage DSM in 

order to reduce peak electricity load, utilizing at the same time renewable energies and storage systems more 
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efficiently. Finally, effectiveness of DSM algorithms depends critically on demand, price, load, and renewable energy 

forecasting, which highlights the need for sophisticated signal processing techniques [15].  

 

 

DSM can be realized in three ways, namely direct load control (DLC), autonomous demand response (DR), and/or 

dynamic pricing. Due to users’ demand for privacy, DLC, which is a completely centralized approach, is not 

appropriate for residential electrical load control [12]. On the other hand, autonomous DR is a very important 

mechanism for the future SGs, since it enables the automatic scheduling of the energy consumption. Also, if 

autonomous DR is combined with an incentive-based consumption scheduling scheme, it leads to promising results 

on reducing the energy costs and the peak to average power ratio. Similarly to autonomous DR, dynamic pricing does 

not require users to allow direct access of the operator to their electrical appliances. Also, it does not require nor 

requires users to declare their usage hours before turning on the switch. However, one major problem in dynamic 

power pricing is load synchronization, especially when there are limitations on the exchanged information. Since the 

power provider sets the power price selfishly without a proper contract on time-of-use and prices between operator 

and users, it is difficult for the operator to accurately predict and set an appropriate power price [13]. 

 

The electricity demand and renewable production in the SG environment is affected by several factors, including 

weather conditions, micro-climatic variations, time of day, random disturbances, electricity prices, DSM profiles, 

renewable energy sources, storage cells, micro-grids, and the development of EVs. High forecasting accuracy 

accommodates the generation and transmission planning, i.e., deciding which power plants to operate and how much 

power should be generated by them at a specific time-period, with the aim to reduce the operating cost 

and increase the reliability. It also enables the utilities to successively estimate the electricity cost and correctly set the 

electricity prices, capturing the interdependency between the energy demand and the prices [16]. A typical example 

of this interdependency is load-synchronization, where a large portion of load is shifted from hours of high prices to 

hours of low prices, without significantly reducing the peak-to-average ratio [17]. In general, the reliability of the 

electricity grid could be enhanced if the users were aware of the effects of their personal energy use on the 

total consumption and overloading. 

 

Considering the above, the optimized DSM highly depends on the quality and reliability of the data collected. Also, 

data mining and predictive analytics tools become essential for the effective management and utilization of the 

available sensor data [18]. This is because effective DSM usually relies on short-term power supply, consumption, 

and power price forecasting. Additionally, the sensor data contains important correlations, trends, and patterns that 

need to be exploited for the optimization of the energy consumption and supply, among others [19]. 

 

 

4. Predictive Control for Electric Vehicles Power Demand 

Plug-in electric vehicles (PEVs) can substantially reduce the greenhouse gas emissions, due to their lower dependency 

on fossil fuel [20]. Also, PEVs can substantially reduce the corresponding expenses, which also depends on efficient 

battery charging. PEVs power demand is fundamentally different to other types of power demand, e.g., residence, 

since it is only known after random PEVs arrivals [21].  

 

To this end, a novel method has been proposed in [22], in order to accurately estimate charging load using a fuzzy 

logic method, that accounts for random driver behaviors and statistical distribution of different vehicle types. Also, a 

practical scenario is investigated in [21], where unlike in related works, no assumptions are made about the probability 

distribution of PEVs. More specifically, joint PEV charging scheduling and power control is issued by the 

development a novel model predictive control-based computational algorithm that can achieve a globally optimal 

solution. 

 

In general, accurate PEVs power demand estimation depends on many parameters, such as speed information, roads 

congestion, the level of charge in each PEV, the PEV's location, historical data, tire pressure, etc. Also, different use-

case scenarios have to be considered, such as plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs), i.e., vehicles that use a mix of 

electric motor and combustion engine, self-driven PEVs. For example, joint optimization of route planning and 

charging planning of PEVs is a challenging problem [20], while temporal and spatial load shifting options have to be 

jointly considered. Consequently, exploitation of BDA for accurate predicting of the charging loads is a promising 

direction that needs to be further investigated. 
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5. Security and Privacy Issues in the Smart Grid 

Security, privacy, and confidentiality are major challenges for the application of BDA on SG data processing [23], 

[24]. 

 

5.1. Privacy 

In order to ensure privacy, there are two different approaches, i.e., 

 Approach 1: data processing before sending it to the utility provider and 

 Approach 2: modifying the actual user demand.  

According to the first approach, which is the most common in the available literature, privacy of end users can be 

guaranteed by data aggregation, data anonymization, and data obfuscation which is used in most SG architectures. 

Data aggregation is based on aggregating power measurements over a group of households so that the provider cannot 

have knowledge of individual consumption [25]. In data anonymization, pseudonyms are used instead of the real 

identities [26]. The aggregation can be performed by a trusted third party, when necessary. Data obfuscation refers to 

the perturbation of metering data by adding noise [27]. Note that the designed data architectures must be multi-tenant, 

following one of the three different approaches for such architectures, namely the separate databases, separate schemas, 

or shared schemas [28]. Although the first approach is quite practical, its main disadvantage is that it still suffers from 

a privacy risk, since the operator is able to install a sensor for directly monitoring a residence or a business. Even 

worse, extra sensors can be placed by intelligent agencies or thieves. Also, data obfuscation method may provoke a 

mismatch between the real energy consumption and the reported values. 

 

The second approach is investigated in [29]-[31], among others. In the pioneering recent work [32], privacy is 

measured by the information leakage rate, which denotes the average mutual information between the user's real 

energy consumption and the energy requested from the grid, which the smart meter reads and reports to the utility 

provider. The minimum information leakage rate is a computable information theoretic single-letter expression, when 

the battery capacity is infinite or zero. Interestingly, it is illustrated that the information leakage rate decreases with 

increasing availability of a renewable energy source. 

 

5.2. Security 

Security is a challenging problem from both consumers' and electrical companies' perspective, since the hackers of 

systems located in the cloud cannot be easily traced. Also, data injection attacks, which aim to corrupt the estimate 

that the operator obtains, are among the most important concerns. Authentication, encryption, trust management, and 

intrusion and attack detection are important security mechanisms that can prevent, detect and mitigate such network 

attacks [33], [34].  

 

The cybersecurity threats to which the SG is exposed requires a multidisciplinary approach, combining cryptography 

advanced machine learning, and information theoretic security [35]. Using machine learning the measurements are 

classified either as secure or attacked [36]. Although cryptography and machine learning are well-known concepts, 

information theoretic security is SGs is a relatively new approach, which aims to quantify the information loss sue to 

the attack, as well as the probability of attack detection. 

 

6. Conclusions 

In this paper, we have presented specific problems of SGs that can be resolved using data analytics processing and 

exploitation, as well as the proposed solutions, approaches, and concepts. More specifically, it has been recognized 

that data analytics can offer a feasible solution to efficient failure detection, demand side management, and EVs 

predictive analytics. In order to deal with the extreme size of data, the smart grid requires the adoption of advanced 

data analytics, big data management, and powerful monitoring techniques. Finally, we have elaborated on several 

challenging issues that are related to privacy and security, which call for a multidisciplinary approach, combining 

cryptography advanced machine learning, and information theoretic security. 
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1. Introduction 

Given the inherent variability of typical renewable energy sources (RES), such as wind and photovoltaic solar 

energy, their further grid penetration imposes increasing challenges to power system operation and control [1]. The 

intersection of load profile indeterminacy with intermittent RES generation requires greater flexibility in prosumer 

(proactive consumers) to mitigate problems that may arise at the point of common coupling with the grid. To address, 

for example, grid voltage and frequency regulation issues, demand response (DR) approaches may be exploited.  

Existing DR solutions can be grouped into centralized and hierarchical approaches [2]. The centralized approach 

requires distributed grid monitoring, and the data is used to optimize some operation metric across a specific interval. 

Optimization is driven by specific strategies, such as direct load control, which are based on agreements between 

distribution system operators (DSO) and their customers to remotely regulate certain loads such as heating, ventilation 

and air conditioning (HVAC) [3]. By contrast, hierarchical, or decentralized, DR also embeds local agents with 

autonomy and control intelligence, for example with HVAC controller units responding on the basis of aggregate local 

demand. Hierarchical DR schemes can be implemented through a master-slave approach where local controllers are 

responsible for balancing local generation and consumption in a global context [4].  

There are challenges to the implementation of both control schemes, not only in consumer privacy and cyber 

security [5], but also in their effective realizations. DR has been used effectively with high consumption facilities to 

maintain power flow flexibility but DR attempts at the residential side have not yet proven effective. There is little 

consideration of possible demand response contribution to dynamic system state regulation, with the principle focus 

being static upside-down load management at the transmission level rather than on sparse and distributed loads and 

generation at the grid edge [6,7]. Furthermore, in terms of control methodology, the focus is almost entirely on direct 

load control, which is poor in scalability and convergence time because of the huge number of appliances to be 

controlled [8].  

We address these challenges with dynamic DR through transactional balance between power demand and supply, 

including distributed generation and storage, at the grid edge. We use an autonomous distributed architecture with 

real-time communication between a transformer-level demand controller and its network of home energy management 

systems (HEMS). Within this Grid Edge Active Transactional Demand Response (GREAT-DR) architecture, we seek 

to maximize electricity demand reduction by optimally scheduling the operation of each HEMS, subject to constraints 

set by their users.  

Our proposed solution brings localized demand response and smart grid control to the distribution utility, and to 

their customers, while preserving privacy and user control. It does this with an open standards approach, using as an 

interoperability protocol the IEEE 2030.5-2013 Smart Energy Profile 2.0 Application Protocol Standard [9]. We 

consider a transactional demand response (TDR) system within the distribution network itself, at the transformer level 

serving residential customers. As insufficient oversight of TDR could lead to unprecedented invasions of customer 

privacy, the monitoring of residential load and supply needed to drive TDR negotiation and optimization that is 

mediated by the HEMS intelligence is firewalled by design. 

2. System Overview  

A. Physical requirements 

The GREAT-DR system architecture is depicted in Figure 1. There are two user communities, namely Utility staff 

operating the distribution network, and the residential homeowners within the transactive network. Three key pieces 

of technology are being developed: the Transformer Agent (TA), the Customer Agent (CA), and the home energy 

management systems controller (HEMSC).   

mailto:Javad.fattahi@uottawa.ca
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The TA is physically located adjacent to the neighborhood distribution transformer. The TA is a micro server that 

monitors the local grid on the low-voltage side of the transformer and communicates with CA devices to coordinate 

DR actions. The TA is also in communication with the distribution system operator (DSO) central control room (CCR) 

for DR control and health monitoring of the transformer and power network states. The CA is physically located at 

the customer premise near the service entrance, and is a trusted utility asset capable of performing local power 

measurements. This enables DR actions undertaken by third-party HEMS to be independently validated. The CA 

(client) communicates with the TA (server) to coordinate DR actions, and it controls exposure to the customer’s 

HEMSC, therefore preserving privacy by design. Furthermore, the CA is designed as a micro server to communicate 

with the HEMSC as a client, and to exchange data via the Smart Energy Profile 2.0 (SEP 2.0) telemetry protocol. 

The HEMSC, which is a client located at the customer premise, is responsible for integrating a wide variety of 

customer-premise devices as shown in Figure 1. It implements an IEEE 2030.5 standards-compliant interface to 

proprietary third-party vendor energy management technology. It translates CA SEP 2.0 DR commands and other 

information into the formats and commands required by each technology-specific controller, contains embedded 

intelligence to negotiate via the CA with the TA, and provides a customer interface to input user preferences and 

constraints. 

B. Cyber security and reliability 

The system must be secure and reliable on both the customer and DSO sides. Specifically, customer access to DR 

devices must be strictly through (whether directly or indirectly) the HEMSC (typically via the user interface), and 

customer privacy must be maintained (limiting the nature of customer data that may be used). Our GREAT DR 

structural architecture promotes interoperability by exploiting IEEE 2030.5 requirements, using HTTPS as the data 

transfer protocol, and XML and Efficient XML Interchange (EXI) as the data exchange format, as recommended by 

SEP 2.0, which is the application layer protocol that can run on top of different internet technologies within the IPv6 

protocol suite. SEP 2.0 uses a representational state transfer (REST) interface exploiting a common information model 

(CIM). CIM compliance is important when providing demand response to diverse DSOs. IEEE 2030.5 has a residential 

focus and is complementary to OpenADR, which traditionally focused on commercial and industrial customers [10]. 

Non-authorized users must be prevented from gaining system control. A secure login ID/Password operating over 

an encrypted channel on public or private IP networks is considered sufficiently secure to meet IEEE 2030.5 

requirements. We deploy Transport Layer Security 1.2 (TLS) to provide confidentiality in message exchange, to 

ensure authenticity of the different parties communicating and to ensure integrity of the messages are being sent. 

Furthermore, public key infrastructure (PKI) is used to achieve cryptographic non-repudiation. PKI can be a relevant 

 

Figure 1. The transactional demand response structural architecture 
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service in a transactional energy scenario to establish a secure data tunnel (TLS 1.2) with distributed micro TA and 

CA servers. 

The system is designed to be scalable in both hardware and software. Although the system does not employ 

redundancy in order to achieve reliability, its micro-server structure within a RESTful architecture enables future 

expansion. 

3. Data Model and Ontology 

Interoperability is required for the implementation of the Smart Grid. According to IEEE 610, interoperability is the 

ability of two or more networks, systems, applications, components or devices from the same vendor, or different 

vendors, to exchange and subsequently use that information in order to perform required functions [11]. This is 

fundamentally an open standards approach, predicated on the use of specified data formats and communication 

protocols (syntactic interoperability) to exchange data with unambiguous meaning (semantic interoperability), as 

referenced by a CIM.  

The International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) has decided that the SEP 2.0 protocol shall be the future data 

model for the IEC 62746 standard, which describes the interface between the customer and the Smart Grid power 

management technologies. The CIM, which constitutes the building block of the SEP 2.0 specification, is based on 

the model recommended by IEC 61970 standard. Therefore, the main CIM concepts can be applied both within the 

customer domain and at the interface between the customer and the grid. In particular, SEP 2.0 provides a collection 

of Function Sets (FS), with their related resources and attributes described in detail. SEP 2.0 also provides a syntactical 

representation in the form of an XML Schema Definition (XSD). The XSD formally specifies how to describe the 

elements and attributes in a FS, which permits automatic validation to ensure conformance with the specifications.  

4. Firmware architecture  

The purpose of the HEMSC is to manage the scheduling of smart loads based on the consumption mode, comfort 

level and load priorities set by the consumer. To achieve this, and to reduce implementation complexity, a denotational 

control approach, like fuzzy control, can be exploited in such a way that total household consumption is maintained 

below the demand limits specified by the DSO. Our HEMSC is designed to be compatible with HEMS from different 

vendors. As shown in Figure 1, the HEMSC communicates with appliances using an application program interface 

(API), using web services like simple object access protocol (SOAP), RESTful, and message queue telemetry transport 

(MQTT). 

The HEMSC must translate TDR data from any particular technology-specific protocol into that of the SEP 2.0 FS. 

In that sense, it imposes compatibility on extant technology to achieve system-wide interoperability, and effectively 

establishes compliant HEMS. In our architecture, the HEMSC and CA are client and server, respectively. The HEMSC 

uses a multi-layer architecture for communicating, monitoring and controlling the devices to which it is connected. Its 

firmware supervises overall system operation, manages multiple layers, and allows local and remote access of devices 

in its network.  

The HEMSC system is comprised of four firmware layers: (i) graphical user interface (GUI), (ii) data management, 

(iii) translation and ontology, and (iv) connectivity. This multi-layer structure enables us to update each layer 

individually without interrupting the other layers. The first layer consists of two fundamental components: (a) the GUI, 

and (b) user management. The GUI is a web-based dashboard to show device settings and consumption. Authenticated 

users can also control these devices through an on-site interface. Regarding user management, role-based control is 

implemented to allow varying levels of access.  

The data management layer is accomplished using an algorithm designed for monitoring and control of the hardware 

and appliances. In addition to DR, the algorithm enables Smart Grid applications like price-based management, 

planning and scheduling, behavior pattern analysis, load management, as well as alarm/notifications.  

In the translation and ontology layer, a distributed agent model is used to deploy several agents, including device 

discovery, monitoring (sensor), control (e.g., thermostat, lighting load and plug load), network, and platform agents. 

All agents communicate over an information exchange bus (IEB). This layer is responsible for detecting the presence 

of any device in a house, identifying it, and launching the necessary monitoring and control. With this approach, there 

is no need to manually identify each device, as all agents are automatically generated to communicate with the device 

after discovery by HEMSC. This layer applies the XSD to all necessary data, and then posts the FSs with their elements 

and attributes to the server (CA). 
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The connectivity layer ensures communication between all other layers, and with the physical hardware and devices 

in the network. It provides a network and data firewall to protect customer security and privacy. It sends qualified data 

to the CA in order to perform the TDR requirements, such as the DRResponse FS. Finally, HEMSC encompasses 

different communication technologies such as; wireless fidelity (WiFi), local area network (LAN), ZigBee, serial 

peripheral interface (SPI) and Modbus.  

Algorithm 1. Abbreviated TDR algorithm. 

TA side: 

1. If new DR request from DSO or local condition of transformer then 

go to 3. 

2. If the number of negotiation is less than N, otherwise go to 7. 

2.1. If total DR amount is not satisfied the go to 4 otherwise go to 7. 

3. TA initiates the TDR negotiation with active CAs. 

4. Drop the CAs who contribute to DR request more that allocated 

request, then go to 5. 

5. Optimized load dispatching then, 

6. Allocate DR request to each CA, then go to 1. 

7. Terminate the negotiation and make DR mandatory. 

CA side: 

1. CA GET DR request from TA. 

2. If DR request is new go to 3 otherwise go to 1. 

3. Validate the data with SEP 2.0 XSD. 

HEMSC side: 

1. HEMSC GET DR request. 

2. If drmandatory is True then go to step 6. 

3. If DR request is new go to step 4, otherwise go to 1. 

4. Check the availability of load reduction. 

5. POST availability of DR to the CA. 

6. Terminate the negotiation and apply DR request. 

7. Go to step 1. 

 

5. Transactional algorithm  

An abbreviated overview of an elementary TDR algorithm is given in Algorithm 1, for illustration. If the transformer 

condition exceeds some threshold, or a DR request is received from the DSO CCR, the TA (server), initiates the TDR 

negotiation with active household CAs (clients). The TA uses an optimization method to apportion load reduction 

between households. The optimization problem is dynamically solved by minimizing an objective function that 

captures the tradeoff between DR availability and the likelihood of achieving the desired demand reduction, subject 

to privacy by design constraints, within the transaction time interval. An ongoing optimized state is achieved via 

continuous transactional negotiation between the global intelligence at the TA upper hierarchy level, and the 

distributed intelligence across the network of CAs/HEMSCs at the lower hierarchy level. 

After allocating DR requests to each CAs, it sends the requested DR settings through the EndDeviceControl FS. All 

active CAs, as clients, regularly receive data from the TA server (via GET commands). On the CA side, as a server 

for its HEMSC, the data are validated with SEP 2.0 XSD and prepared for HEMSC use. The connection between CA 

and HEMSC is firewalled and established via a specific private port.  

The HEMSC, as a client to its CA, gets the DR request and first checks the likelihood of load reduction by 

rescheduling and/or load shedding. For control of renewable sources (generation and storage), DER FSs are used. The 

bidirectional (GET/PUT commands) DERAvailability, DERCapability, and DERSetting FSs provide sufficient scope 

to control and monitor both PV inverters and electrical storage. After receiving a DR request from the TA, which may 

include aggregate data at earlier times, a decision as to how to implement the request is made by the HEMSC, subject 

to immediate local conditions, using model predictive control. GET/PUT commands are consumed by their respective 

devices in a continuous heartbeat established by the transaction time interval set by the TA. 

After evaluating available sheddable loads and possible generation settings, the HEMSC posts the required data to 

the CA, and the CA subsequently posts it to the TA. The HEMSC response to the DR request is enveloped in the 

DRResponse and Loadshedavailability FSs. At the TA side, if in the first negotiation run the requested demand 

reduction target was satisfied, then the TDR negotiation is terminated, otherwise the new data acquired via the CAs is 
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used to advance the transaction. Eventually, if no compromise occurs after N iterations, the last calculated request will 

be applied to households by making the drmandatory element true in the EndDeviceControl FS. The program then 

begins the next transaction cycle, and a new round of optimization and negotiation commences. 
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1. Introduction 

The introduction of Electric Vehicles (EV) will have a significant impact on the sustainable economic development 

of urban city. However, compared with traditional gasoline-powered vehicles, EVs currently have limited range, 

which necessitates regular recharging. Considering the limited charging infrastructure currently available in most 

countries, infrastructure investments and Renewable Energy Sources (RES) are critical. Thus, service quality 

provisioning is necessary for realizing EV market.  

Unlike numerous previous works [37] which investigate “charging scheduling” (referred to when/whether to charge) 

for EVs already been parked at home/Charging Stations (CSs), a few works focus on “charging recommendation” 

(refer to where/which CS to charge) [38] for on-the-move EVs. The latter use case cannot be overlooked as it is the 

most important feature of EVs, especially for driving experience during journeys. On-the-move EVs will travel 

towards appropriate CSs for charging based on smart decision on where to charge, so as to experience a shorter waiting 

time for charging. 

The effort towards sustainable engagement of EVs has not attracted enough attention from both industrial and 

academia communities. Even if there have been many charging service providers available, the utilization of charging 

infrastructures is still in need of significant enhancement. Such a situation certainly requires the popularity of EVs 

towards the sustainable, green and economic market. Enabling the sustainability requires a joint contribution from 

each domain, e.g., how to guarantee accurate information involved in decision making, how to optimally guide EV 

drivers towards charging place with the least waiting time, how to schedule charging services for EVs being parked 

within grid capacity.  

Achieving this goal is of importance towards a positioning of efficient, scalable and smart ICT framework, makes it 

feasible to learn the whole picture of grid: 

 Necessary information needs to be disseminated between stakeholders CSs and EVs, e.g., expected queuing time 

at individual CSs. In this context, how accurate CSs condition information plays an important role on the 

optimality of charging recommendation.  

 Also, it is very time-consuming for the centralized Global Controller (GC) to achieve optimization, by seamlessly 

collecting data from all EVs and CSs, The complexity and computation load of this centralized solution, increases 

exponentially with the number of EVs.  

This paper summarizes the recent interdisciplinary research works on EV charging recommendation along with novel 

ICT frameworks, with an original taxonomy on how Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) technologies support 

the EV charging use case. Future directions are also highlighted to promote the future research.  

 

 

2. Background 

2.1 EV Charging Recommendation 

https://daytonabeach.erau.edu/college-engineering/electrical-computer-software-systems/index.html
https://daytonabeach.erau.edu/
https://daytonabeach.erau.edu/
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As reviewed by the most recent survey [38], fruitful literature works have addressed “charging scheduling” [37], via 

regulating the EV charging, such as minimizing peak load/cost, flattening aggregated demands or reducing frequency 

fluctuations.  

In recent few years, the “charging recommendation” problem has started to gain interest, from industrial communities 

thanks to the popularity of EVs. The works in [39][40][41] estimate the queuing time at CSs, such that the one with 

the minimum queueing time is ranked as the best charging option. The work in [39] compares the schemes to select 

CS based on either the closest distance or minimum waiting time, where results show that the latter performs better 

given high EVs density under city scenario. In [40], the CS with a higher capability to accept charging requests from 

on-the-move EVs, will propose this service with a higher frequency, while EVs sense this service with a decreasing 

function of their current battery levels. The CS-selection scheme in [41] adopts a pricing strategy to minimize 

congestion and maximize profit, by adapting the price depending on the number of EVs charging at each time point. 

Further to above works solely consider local status of CSs, reservation-enabled schemes bring anticipated EVs 

mobility information (the charging reservation includes arrival time at recommended CS, and expected charging time 

spent there), in order to estimate whether a CS will be overloaded in a near future. The work in [42] concerns a 

highway scenario where the EV will pass through all CSs. The expected charging waiting time is calculated for the 

EV passing through the entire highway, by jointly considering the charging waiting time at a CS where the EV needs 

charging for the first time and that time spent at subsequent CSs, before exiting the highway. Other works under the 

plug-in charging service [43][44][45][46][47][48] focus on city scenario, where the EV just heads to a single 

geographically distributed CS for charging. Here, the expected waiting time for charging is associated to that certain 

CS. 

 

2.2 Urban Data for EV Charging Recommendation 

ITS can fundamentally change urban lives at many levels, such as less pollution, garbage, parking problems and more 

energy savings. Exploring big data analytics via ubiquitous, dynamic, scalable, sustainable ecosystem offers a wide 

range of benefits and opportunities. Most of the techniques require high processing time using conventional methods 

of data processing. Therefore, novel and sophisticated techniques are desirable to efficiently process the big data 

generated from stakeholders, from a distributed manner through ubiquitously disseminated and collected information, 

in order to understand the city wide application in a whole picture. 

The prevalence and accessibility of big data are changing the way people see their cities. Dedicated authorities should 

carefully consider which indicators were meaningful or how they should be analyzed. Here, the charging 

recommendation certainly benefits, via analytics of data from CSs and EVs (that ideally should be captured 

ubiquitously and timely): 

 CS’s location condition refers to number of EVs being parked, with their required charging time [8]. A longer 

service queue implies a worse Quality of Experience (QoE) (in terms of how long to stay at CS) for incoming 

EVs, as they may experience additional time to wait for charging. 

 Charging reservation at CS indicates which CS to charge, and includes the arrival time, and expected charging 

time upon arrival at that CS. 

 Trip destination refers that EVs would end up with daily agenda. Inevitably, selecting a CS that is far away from 

the drivers’ agenda is user unfriendly and inconvenient. 

 Traffic condition on the road fluctuates the EV’s arrival time at CS, and energy consumed towards that CS. The 

EV within a certain range of traffic congestion will slow down its speed, while it will accelerate the speed once 

leaving from that range. 

2.3 Communication Technologies in ITS 

ITS applications make use of wireless communications, including communications between vehicles, and between 

vehicles and fixed roadside installations, normally with single-hops or multiple hops between the source and 

destination. Today’s vehicles are no longer stand-alone transportation means, due to the advancements on Vehicle-to-

Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) communications enabled to access the Internet via recent 

technologies in mobile communications including WiFi, Bluetooth, 4G, and even 5G networks. The connected 

vehicles were aimed towards sustainable developments in transportation by enhancing safety and efficiency. Apart 

from the synchronous point-to-point communication, the topic based asynchronous communication pattern 
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publish/subscribe (P/S) [49] has also been investigated.  

 

2.4 Scalability of Charging System 

The decision making on charging recommendation can be operated in various ways: 

 The centralized manner relies on the cloud server GC to advance the resource efficiency, by taking the advantage 

of potential economies of scale. This brings much privacy concern, as EV status (e.g., location and trip 

destination) included in charging request will be released to the GC.  

 The decentralized manner benefits to improved privacy protection, where the charging recommendation is 

executed by the EV individually. It is an attempt to betterment the speed and flexibility by reorganizing the 

locations of users, so as to enable control and execution of a service in the local. 

 Further to above two standalone systems, the computation capability run by distributed decision makers maybe 

insufficient. Instead, a hybrid way is desirable to enhance the computation robustness, by removing the 

computational extensive tasks to GC, while the network edge entities which are closer to EVs process light-

weight information aggregation and mining tasks. 

 

 

Fig. 1 A Taxonomy on Enabling ICT Technologies for EV Charging Recommendation 

 

3. Recent Advances on ICT Enabled EV Charging Recommendation  

Fig. 1 introduces a systematic picture from aspects of application driven data analytics for charging recommendation, 

to ICT enabling technologies supported charging systems.  

3.1 Centralized Charging System 

3.1.1 Cellular Network Communication Enabled 

Here, the GC can access the real-time condition of CSs under its control, through reliable channel including wired-

line or wireless communications, e.g., LTE or even 5G. Here, the interaction between EVs, and GC is considered as 

ubiquitous and free of delay, in order to enable a seamless control (as shown in Steps 1&2 in Fig. 2). [43] proposes a 

reservation based EV charging scheme, with the feature of periodically updating the charging reservation. By taking 

the road traffic jam into account, the variation of EV moving speed will affect its charging reservation (the arrival 

time at the CS, as well as the electricity consumption for travelling towards that CS). If without reservation updating, 

the EV may not reach a CS at the time it previously reserved, whereas the GC still has an obsolete knowledge that EV 
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will reach on time. As such, the estimation on how long an incoming EV will wait for charging, is affected by the 

accuracy of the reservation information due to such uncertainty.  

3.1.2 Enabling Internet of EVs for Charging Reservations Relay 

It is worth noting that reporting EVs’ charging reservations (deemed as an auxiliary service), is delay-tolerant (as the 

essential charging recommendation system still works, even if without reservation) and independent of charging 

request/reply. The cellular network is normally applied thanks to ubiquitous communication. However, such 

ubiquitous communication is costly and does not need to be anywhere and anytime, since the charging reservation is 

only generated when EVs have intentions on where to charge.  

 

 

Fig. 2 Signaling Flow of V2V Relaying Charging Reservation 

 

Alternatively, the V2V communication is receiving increasing interest, thanks to the inexpensive wireless connections 

and flexibility of installation on vehicles. Most of the problems in Vehicular Ad hoc NETworks (VANETs) arise from 

highly dynamic network topology, which results in the communication disruption along an end-to-end path towards 

destination. Here, the Delay/Disruption Tolerant Networking (DTN) [50] based routing protocols provide a significant 

advantage, by relying more on opportunistic communication to relay EVs’ charging reservations.  

Envisioning for Internet of EVs, [48] studies the feasibility to take the advantage of opportunistic V2V communication 

for delivery of EVs’ charging reservations, in a multi-hop way (shown as Step 3&4 in Fig. 2), rather than the cellular 

network communication (if instead applied in Step 3). Thereby, the communication cost when using the V2V 

communication depends on the number of EVs, whereas the delivery overhead when using the cellular network 

communication depends on the number of charging reservations. In other words, the former is affected by the EVs 

density, whereas the latter is affected by the number of service requests. The study shows a great reduction of 

communication cost (in terms of charging reservation delivery) particularly given high EVs density. 

 

3.2 Distributed Charging System 

3.2.1 V2I Communication Network Enabled System 

In spite that many literature works have adopted cellular network, the application of ITS is also of importance. For 

example, strategically deployed Road Side Units (RSUs) can support information dissemination as used by EV 

charging recommendation via V2I communication.  

In order to enable the distributed charging system, in [44] the RSU is introduced to behave as an intermediate entity, 

for bridging the information flow exchange between EVs and the grid infrastructure CSs, through wireless 

communications. It is worth mentioning that different types of realization of RSUs (in particular the radio transmission 

coverage) affect the actual charging information, due to the information freshness related to the data exchange between 

EVs and the grid.  
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Besides, the P/S communication pattern is applied by decoupling the end-to-end connections between CSs and EVs. 

As a result, the system is featured with scalability (i.e., the number of connections in CS sides does not depend on the 

number of EVs) and efficiency (i.e., fast connection establishment and reduced bandwidth usage). By manipulating 

the topic, the battery switch based charging recommendation [51] for fast electric taxi charging is shown in Fig. 3. 

 

 

Fig. 3 V2I Enabled Communication Network for Battery Switch 

 

3.2.2 V2V Communication Network Enabled System 

 

 

Fig. 4 V2V Enabled Communication Network for Distributed Charging System 

 

In the context of new communication technologies especially for smart transportation and autonomous cars, new 

mechanisms have been proposed in connected vehicle environments, including V2I and V2V communications. On 

one hand, V2I based approaches require costs to deploy and maintain dedicated stationary infrastructures, and often 

they suffer from rigidness due to the lack of flexibility of deploying and possibly relocating fixed RSU facilities. In 

comparison, the V2V communication option proposed in [45] is a more flexible and efficient alternative, which 

supports necessary data dissemination between connected EVs and Public Transportation Buses (PTBs). The main 

benefit comes from the mobility-aware information dissemination for flexibility, as compared to the V2I 

communication networks. 

 

3.3. Hybrid Charging System 
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3.3.1. V2I Communication Network Enabled Charging System 

 

 

Fig. 5 V2I Enabled Communication Network for Hybrid Charging System 

 

In [46], a hybrid charging system is designed based on V2I communication network, it realizes the application of 

“ETSI TS 101 556-1” [52] and “ETSI TS 101 556-3” [53] standards defined for EV charging recommendation. All 

CSs periodically publishes their charging points availability (predicted in a near future by the GC) to the RSUs. 

Furthermore, EVs are capable of making remote reservations to the GC through RSUs, before reaching their selected 

CSs. The GC then analyzes the EVs’ charging reservations together with their associated CS’s local condition 

information, to compute and notify the charging points availability publication of that CS. The GC also schedules the 

amount of electricity among CSs, depending on the anticipated charging demands (identified from received EVs’ 

charging reservations).  

The system designs a closed control loop to adjust a time window within which the prediction is valid, via EVs arrival 

time. Therefore, the sooner EVs will approach CSs for charging, the much tight time window should be determined 

for prediction, and vice versa. The aggregation at RSUs benefits to communication cost involved for reservation 

reporting within system.  

 

3.3.2. V2X Communication Network Enabled Charging System 

The rapid growth of Internet of Vehicles (IoV) with inter-vehicle devices demand, have placed severe demands on 

cloud infrastructure, which has led to moving computing and data services towards the edge of cloud, resulting in a 

novel Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) [54] architecture. MEC could reduce data transfer times, remove potential 

performance bottlenecks, and increase data security and enhance privacy while enabling advanced applications such 

as smart functioned infrastructure. 
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Fig. 6 V2X Enabled Communication Network for Hybrid Charging System 

 

 

The cloud server locates in a centralized place, behaves as a centralized global manager to compute tasks (with 

information collected ubiquitously). MEC servers at different locations are owned and managed by separate operators 

and owners. With the collaboration among different operators, they can form a collaborative and decentralized 

computing system in the wide region. The work in [16] further extends the hybrid charging system with V2X 

communication network, by enabling RSUs, PTBs and Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) as MEC servers to 

cooperate with GC. The integration of heterogeneous communication infrastructures enhances the computation 

towards ubiquitous (benefited from mobility and deployment of MEC servers), scalable (benefited from cloud/edge 

framework) ways. 

 

4. Future Directions 

4.1. Energy Integration and Sustainability 

The wide spread of EVs experienced in recent years, must be accompanied by sufficient grid infrastructure deployment. 

The mismatch between EVs and infrastructures would potentially hinder the deployment rate of EVs. With the ever 

increasing penetrations in EVs, the resultant charging energy imposed on the electricity network could lead to grid 

issues such as voltage limits violation, transformer overloading, and feeder overloading at various voltage levels. 

Coordination of the charging energy with RES provides a more straightforward approach to cope with the potential 

network issues as mentioned above. For example, the generation profile from photovoltaic coincides with the usage 

pattern and therefore charging profile of public charging stations, thus allowing a sustainable way of EV charging.  
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Besides, the engagement of Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) lets charging points to be adapted to have the capability for 

bidirectional power flow, when certain operating conditions are satisfied. Therefore, with appropriate control and 

communication with the grid, EVs could be designed to operate as part of a “grid” helping to provide supply/demand 

matching for energy sustainability. 

 

4.2. Data Analytics 

The sustainability of EVs requires a fundamental study on data analytics on how/whether/which drivers are desirable 

to switch from diesel&petrol vehicles to EVs. This will thereby require the human centric data related to their routine, 

finance to predict and educate driver for switch benefit. Also, the driving pattern of EVs will be important to guide 

with cost efficient deployment of charging infrastructures. 

 

4.3. Security and Privacy 

The solutions to achieve trusted message exchange for EV charging use case is to encrypt the sensitive information 

and hide the real identity. One development aspect of the encryption involves the light-weight and highly secured 

encryption algorithm, while another one is to design an efficient and scalable key management scheme. As for the 

privacy side, pseudonym is proposed to hide the identities. This including the pseudonym changing algorithms and 

pseudonym reuse schemes, both are required to be implemented in efficient and scalable manners. The future 

challenges are considered based on the nature of large number of connected EVs, high mobility, wide coverage area, 

heterogeneous communication systems. Specifically speaking, the future security and privacy schemes will have the 

abilities of little bandwidth resources consumption, large number node supportable and short processing time. 

 

5. Conclusion 

This paper introduced a number of recent advances jointly studying the ICT with EV charging recommendation 

(focuses on transportation aspect to minimize the charging waiting time). The centralized, distributed and hybrid 

systems in line with cellular network, V2I&V2V communication networks have been presented. The centralized 

charging system relies on GC to handle charging request from EVs with charging intention, and to make decision on 

which CS should plan for charging. In distributed charging system, EVs make their individual decisions for charging 

recommendation, where the RSUs and PTBs are applied to bridge the information published from CS to EVs. The 

hybrid charging system facilitates the computation advance of GC to predict and control the information dissemination 

in the network, and leaves the light-weight computation at network edge for information caching and mining to help 

EV for charging recommendation. Future challenges and directions are also highlighted to guide with the sustainability 

of research. 
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1. Introduction 

The internet of things (IoT) is transforming the operation of smart power grid, intelligent transportation, and digital 

health among many other fields. Integration of Electric Vehicles (EV) to the smart grid has led to a large connected 

network of things which include EVs, EV charging stations (residential, public, and fast), smart meters. On a larger 

scale for EV-to-smart city integration, smart traffic lights, intelligent electronic devices (IED), phasor measurement 

units (PMU) become a part of the network. Adding to this landscape, the emerging self-driving or autonomous electric 

vehicles (AEV) result in a huge volume of data where the data from vehicles are flowing at high speeds such as in 

streaming applications. As for as the volume of data and decisions are concerned, the sensors deployed in vehicles 

provide data that can be used to analyze driving behavior; battery state of charge (SOC) via battery management 

system (BMS) can be used to infer energy consumption, grid charge management can be implemented based on data 

from charging stations, and data from other vehicles and the road infrastructure can help in vehicle coordination and 

platooning. On the other hand, drivers and passengers carry smart devices and wearables which contribute to the data 

generated by EVs. This data will be continuously moving from vehicles to servers and even vehicle to vehicle. In the 

case of electric vehicle grid integration (EVGI), EV charging and discharging pattern is tightly coupled with efficient 

and reliable operation of the smart grid. In that sense, data analytics play a critical role in EVGI related decisions such 

as long-term decisions including direct current (DC) fast charging (DCFC) station siting and capacity planning, facility 

development, distribution system planning, and short-term decisions including charge power demand, grid ancillary 

service support, charging planning/controlling and aggregation of electric vehicles for selling power back to the grid 

(also known as Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G)). Furthermore, big data from EVs can play a critical role in security of EV 

infrastructure. Security vulnerabilities in the EV infrastructure can lead to cascaded attacks on the smart grid [1]. 

Therefore, big data enabled cyber protection decisions are highly demanded.    

 

In our recent article “Big Data Analytics for Electric Vehicle Integration in Green Smart Cities,” published in IEEE 

Communication Magazine in November 2017 [2], we discuss big data and EV related issues in detail. This letter aims 

to introduce our recent tutorial in the area, bring more insights to the topic and serve as a roadmap for researchers in 

this area. In this letter, we survey the sources of big data in EVs and their interconnected systems. Then, we survey 

the literature on data analytics techniques applied to this area. The letter concludes with future directions.  

 

2. Transportation Data in the Era of Electric Vehicles  

Nowadays, autonomous self-driving cars whether electric or not, carry hundreds of sensors and they are integrated 

with smart technologies. Moreover, there is sensory data generated by the road infrastructure with large deployment 

of connected technologies (i.e. traffic lights, signs, and road cameras). Communication between smart cities and 

connected EVs/AEVs will multiply the amount of data that is generated and shared, in addition to the data generated 

by the sensors on the smart phones and wearable devices which are carried by drivers and passengers.  

 

In general, IoT and in particular Internet of Vehicles (IoV) and Internet of Energy (also known as Energy Internet) 

benefit from cloud services [3] since on-board or on-body devices have limited storage and processing capabilities. 

Many automobile manufactures have mobile applications by which drivers can check the status of their EVs and 

remotely monitor their charging. These applications also collect vehicle and trip data. EV data mostly come from on-

board electronic control unit (ECU) and BMS. For most charging and discharging decisions, SOC of EV batteries is 

the primary parameter. BMS logs show SOC info and how an EV battery is performing. Malfunctioning battery cells, 

heating and cooling details can be observed by these logs. Based on BMS logs, state of health (SOH) information can 

be obtained and impact of V2G services on battery life can be accurately observed. Besides batteries, battery chargers 

can provide useful data. According to the charger location, EV battery chargers can be divided into two categories: 

on-board and off-board. An on-board charger is carried on the EV and can recharge the battery wherever there is an 

electric outlet. Off-board chargers are usually referred to as charging stations. They generate higher kilowatt transfer 

and remove weight from vehicle. According to the power flow, the EV battery chargers can be classified as 

unidirectional or bidirectional. Unidirectional chargers are simple in terms of interconnection and they only support 

charging. A bidirectional charging system supports both G2V and V2G, and can provide more advanced grid support 
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services that will achieve better vehicle-grid integration. Chargers can generate data related to current drawn from the 

grid or supplied to the grid and the direction of power flow. 

 

Figure 1 summarizes four main categories of EV data generation sources: battery system, charging system and power 

grid, on-board charger and EV mobility; that are associated to four example applications: optimized charging, battery 

consumption prediction, meter data management and EV status tracking. Most of the EV generated data is shared with 

vendors or grid operators and users do not actively participate in data sharing. However, drivers can also  voluntarily 

share information about their trip, driving patters, charging habits and their preferences. These information may 

include ranking of convenience of charging stations, malfunctioning stations, traffic on the route, etc.  

 
Fig. 1: Data Sources. 

 

3. Big Data in Decision Making  
Big data analytics can bring significant insight into decision making regarding where to sit charging stations, when to 

charge a vehicle, when to use an EV as a supply and so on. In particular, big data is currently being used to estimate 

driving range which is an efficient way to overcome the range anxiety. Primary factor for installation of charging 

station is analyzing the charging demand which depends on different factors such as vehicle ownership, road traffic 

density, distribution of gas stations, etc. According to various case studies, which are using travel patterns of the taxi 

fleets to understand extend of resources needed, charging station installation locations can be determined with big data 

analytics. A case study in Beijing considers a data set of 11,880 taxis for a month. Another study in Seattle makes use 

of 30,000 personal trip records collected from the Puget Sound Regional Council's 2006 household travel survey [4]. 

For instance, in this study EV parking locations and durations have been estimated using regression methods based 

on parked-time per vehicle-trip, total vehicle-hours per zone, local jobs, population density, trip attributes and site 

accessibility. 

 

4. Big Data Tools Used in EV Research 

In this section, we summarize several research studies that have used big data tools on EV data. 

 

Hadoop-based optimized charging: Wang et al. [5], have developed a Hadoop based cloud computing platform to 

process big data in parallel. They used this platform to implement electric vehicle multilevel feedback queue 

optimization charging model which is a combination of job scheduling optimization and multisource fusion. To 

accelerate the calculation, MapReduce (MR) parallel algorithm was employed. 

 

Hadoop-based stream data management: In [6] the authors proposed an electric vehicle charging management 

system for interoperable charging facilities. They implemented a data analysis framework which after retrieving the 

temporal stream records from the Master Data Management Software (MDMS), uses Hadoop Pig scripts to filter the 

raw data. In their case, instead of managing the data in a database system, Hadoop efficiently handles the massive 

amount of stream data. Then the Hadoop Pig script results have been converted to SQL commands to insert them to 

MySQL. In this way, data is provided for any application either V2G or G2V through the X-DBC (Data Base 

Connectivity) mechanism. 
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Hadoop-based battery consumption prediction: In [7] the authors used Hadoop and the R statistical package to 

process the data of SoC changes of electric vehicles and determined their battery consumption pattern.  

 

NoSQL based EV analytics:  Vamshi et. al [8] proposed using NoSQL technology for EV data analytics. Initially 

the data files are imported into HDFS for Hadoop to use efficiently. Apache HBase is also deployed for providing 

faster and random reads on data and is scalable to host large tables. Instead of using flat files they use Hadoop to store 

data and deploy MR jobs for the parallel data processing. 

 

Weka-based EV analytics: In [9], Ranganathan et al. proposed using decision tree algorithms provided in the Weka 

data mining platform to analyze smart grid and EV data, and form a decision tool for grid operators. The authors used 

NY Independent System Operators (NYISO) demand data that is publicly available. The proposed decision support 

system has two phases: data preprocessing and data classification. The data preprocessing stage removes irrelevant 

data and noise, while classification is used to reach a decision and is based on a decision tree with predefined rules. 

 

5. Conclusion 

EV integration requires fast and effective data analytics approaches. There are a few studies in the literature that apply 

big data analytics tools over EV data sets and use the outcomes in decision making. However more studies are needed 

on streaming data with a large volume. In addition, security and privacy are still among the open issues. In [10] the 

authors discuss the blind energy big data attack which uses a replay mechanism that can be implemented without 

needing the information on power grid topology and transmission line admittances. Therefore, the increased 

vulnerability of the systems with the availability of big data, as well as robust protection schemes that can be 

implemented using big data needs to be carefully weighed.  

 

In this letter, we aim to increase interest in this growing area of research. For more detailed information the readers 

are referred to our recent article “Big Data Analytics for Electric Vehicle Integration in Green Smart Cities”, published 

in IEEE Communication Magazine in November 2017. 
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IoT and different wireless technologies are gaining interest and performances in terms of efficiency and reliability. 

Their use in many industrial applications has been far envisioned. At the dawn of Industry 4.0 and Smart Factories, 

the IEEE COMSOC MMTC letters wish to share with you the current trends in the use of IoT and diverse wireless 

technologies in industrial applications, ranging from the benefits to the different challenges raised.  

We are very enthusiast to present you this special issue in which leading research groups, report their thoughts and 

solutions for meeting these challenges. 

 

The first article is proposed by Xavier Vilajosana and his team and shares some industrial testimony of the (non)-use 

of wireless communications in Industry. Based on this assessment, the paper explains the impediments to a wider 

adoption and proposes some research directions to lift them.  
 

The second article provided by ICube lab, CNRS / University of Strasbourg focuses on a standard routing protocol 

widely used in Industrial wireless networks, e.g. RPL and points out the negative impact of the frequency the self-

reconfiguration of one of its parameters.  

 

The third article titled, “Towards 5G-enable UAV Systems for industrial Infrastructure Inspection” presents a 

completely different industrial application in which Internet of Things and wireless communications can come into 

play, browsing the related benefits and challenges.   

 

The last article proposed by Arizona State University enlarges the scope of IoT in industry by studying the bandwidth 

allocation in crowded environments such as industrial ones, for bandwidth consuming applications such as image 

transmission.  

 

While this special issue is far from delivering a complete coverage on this exciting research area, we hope that these 

letters give the audiences a taste of the main trends and research ways in this area, and provide them an opportunity 

to explore and collaborate in the related fields. Finally, we would like to thank all the authors for their great 

contribution and the MMTC E-Letter Board for making this special issue possible. 
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1. Introduction 
An upcoming industrial IoT revolution, supposedly led by the introduction of embedded sensing and computing, 

seamless communication and massive data analytics within industrial processes [1], seems unquestionable today. 

Multiple technologies are being developed, and huge marketing efforts are being made to position solutions in this 

industrial landscape. However, we have observed that industrial wireless technologies are hardly being adopted by the 

manufacturing industry. In this article, we try to understand the reasons behind this current lack of wireless 

technologies adoption by means of conducting visits to the manufacturing industry and interviews with the 

maintenance and engineering teams in these industries. The manufacturing industry is very diverse and specialized, 

so we have tried to cover some of the most representative cases: the automotive sector, the pharmaceutical sector 

(blistering), machine-tool industries (both consumer and aerospace sectors) and robotics. We have analyzed the 

technology of their machinery, their application requirements and restrictions, and identified a list of obstacles for 

wireless technology adoption. The most immediate obstacles we have found are the need to strictly follow standards 

and certifications processes, as well as their prudence. But the less obvious and perhaps even more limiting obstacles 

are their apparent lack of concern regarding low energy consumption or cost which, in contrast, are believed to be of 

utmost importance by wireless researchers and practitioners. In this reality-check article, we analyze the causes of this 

different perception, we identify these obstacles and devise complementary paths to make wireless adoption by the 

industrial manufacturing sector a reality in the coming years.   

 

2. Analyzed Industries and Observations 
We have visited industries in four different sectors to gather real information from actual deployments and use cases. 

The gathered information has also been compared to the use cases identified by the IETF Detnet WG [2].  

 

2.1 Automotive 

Within the automotive industry, there is a large set of specific machinery to manufacture and assemble the different 

parts of a vehicle. One significant example of such machinery is press lines. The manufacturing of large parts, mainly 

for vehicle bodywork, requires the use of various presses. Presses are long-lasting machinery with operational lifetimes 

of more than 50 years. Newest presses today are large distributed systems, composed of thousands of embedded 

devices that control motors and hydraulic pressure pumps. Communication to the system controller is conducted 

through Ethernet buses with industrial control protocols, such as Profinet. Legacy machines (some of them from the 

60s) use industrial field buses, with proprietary technologies like the legacy Simatic S5 PLC. We have not observed 

any wireless link in the presses, even in the newest ones (installed in 2017 in the plant). Accessories or newer sensors 

are rarely added, but in such rare cases, they are provided by the press vendor using the specific machine interfaces, 

mostly based on Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC) and wired industrial networks.  

 

2.2 Blistering in Pharma 

In any pharmaceutical industry, the packaging process is complex and involves large infrastructures and assembly 

lines. Each line is composed by different chained machines that assemble the pills, control that the blisters are correctly 

filled and box them. Machines integrate a large number of sensors and cameras (for computer vision control) interfaced 

by the machine central controller or a remote SCADA system. Hard real-time control happens inside the machine 

through field buses or deterministic Ethernet. We observed that the pharmaceutical plant is instrumented by an optical 

fiber-based double industrial Ethernet network to achieve redundancy. During our interviews, wireless technologies 

were only mentioned as an alternative to have redundant thermostats for the industrial HVAC (Heating, Ventilating 

and Air Conditioning). Similarly to the automotive industry, accessories are typically provided by the machinery 

vendors and use common PLC interfaces through wired industrial networks and protocols to achieve interoperability. 

 

2.3 Large Machinery-Tool Manufacturing 

Analogously to the automotive sector, the manufacturing of large machines involves complex production lines, 

typically constituted by custom-made machine-tools and robots that are built in an ad-hoc manner to address one 
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specific task in the production/assembly line. We visited an industry that develops machine-tools to manufacture 

airplane parts. These machines are large blocks (with a longitude in the order of 50 meters) with articulated arms and 

transportation platforms operated by hundreds of PLC systems. Communication between subsystems is performed 

through fiber-optics or deterministic Ethernet networks running industrial communication protocols, such as 

PROFINET, POWERLINK, EtherCAT or SERCOS. SCADA systems are used in the backend, with the newest ones 

offered as a cloud service instead of embedded in a given computer. We also visited another industry that manufactures 

metalforming machinery for the consumer sector. These machines are large distributed systems that bend metal to, for 

example, manufacture cocking utilities or vehicle rims. Cameras, pressure and temperature sensors are massively used 

to control the process. All the subsystems are interconnected through Ethernet cables and information is transported 

with MODBUS over TCP/IP. Real-time controllers use dedicated microcontroller buses such as PCI Express or CAN.   

 

2.4 Industrial Robotics 

Industrial robots are automated, programmable and usually articulated. The head or extreme of the arm can be adapted 

to different applications such as soldering or assembling. We visited a major articulated industrial robot manufacturer 

and analyzed the most advanced robots under development. They are composed of numerous distributed embedded 

controllers networked through field buses or industrial Ethernet. They use a large set of sensors and encoders to track 

movement and position. Motor control loops are handled by different dedicated control units. Hard real-time is handled 

by on-board buses such as CAN. Wireless communications are not used for the internal communication and control 

subsystem. In our visit, we found interest in using wireless communication to stream camera images from rotating 

parts in the extremes of the arm.   

  

3. Identified Obstacles for Wireless Adoption 
The most shocking fact of what we have observed is that wireless technologies are not widely adopted by the 

manufacturing industry nowadays. In this section we discuss the reasons we have identified behind this lack of 

adoption. 

 

1) Over-dimensioning 
We observed that, despite the application requirements imposed in certain subsystems are low, solutions based on 

fiber-optics providing nanosecond latency are used. This indiscriminate use of ultra-reliable wired technologies, 

despite their features are not being fully exploited, seems to be the norm. In general, ultra-reliable technologies are 

used even when not needed. The reasons we infer with respect to this fact are: 

I) The cost of communication is insignificant compared to the cost of the industrial equipment. When considering 

large machinery, like a press line, or an aeroplane wing manufacturing machine, the cost of cabling and using the most 

ultra-reliable communication solution is insignificant compared to the whole machine. So, little concern is given to 

the cost of communication, which is in clear opposition to the design requirements addressed by researchers and 

practitioners that consider reduction of cost of utmost importance. 

II) Low power operation is not of concern. We observed that all devices that connect to, or are part of the machinery 

or are already powered to a source of energy, removing the need for low power communication.  

 

2) Resistance to change 

We have observed a strict resistance to the adoption of new substitute communication technologies. Even when a 

communication technology fulfills the goal it is usually not changed. The reasons we can guess are: 

I) The cost of ownership imposes resistance to adopt substitute technologies. When a candidate technology does not 

provide any perceived advantage to what is used, the effort of getting into it limits its adoption.  

II) The cost of implantation and/or replacement. Introducing wireless technologies (as any other) require technical 

interventions that may impact on the production lines or production lifecycles, hence, manufacturers are very prudent 

and only drive interventions when is strictly needed. 

III) Limited support to legacy industrial standards. Despite the large efforts conducted by the standardization bodies 

to interconnect “IoT” wireless devices to the Internet in the last years, industry perceives a lack of support of 

application-level and transport protocols addressing industrial technologies. The IETF CoAP, MQTT-S and other 

efforts have addressed the connection of constrained devices to Internet services, but we have seen almost no effort to 

support industrial transport and application protocols on top of wireless technologies. Industrial SCADA systems 

expose interfaces based on HTTP, OPC-UA, MODBUS, PROFINET but mostly not CoAP or MQTT yet.  

IV) We have observed that when an industry uses a particular technology, and that technology performs as it is required, 

manufacturers stick to it. Even further, manufacturers stick to particular vendors because they value the service and 
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the confidence that the solution will work in the long term.  

 

3) Wireless performance is perceived to be poor 

Despite several standards have emerged to provide reliable wireless communication (e.g PROFINET over 802.11 PCT, 

WirelessHART. IEEE802.15.4-TSCH, IETF 6TiSCH, DECT-ULE), we have seen them very rarely in the visited 

industries. Wireless is perceived as a non-reliable technology. We derived the following reasons: 

I) Contention-access based technologies such as Zigbee have perhaps influenced the belief that wireless cannot be 

used for reliable communications.  

II) We noted that the usual requirements for the type of control that is required [2] is quite far from the few milliseconds 

latency that can be guaranteed with deterministic wireless networks [4].  

III) It is known that wireless networks performance is, in the best case, similar to an equivalent wired solution 

performance. The key advantages of wireless are in the operative side since cabling is not needed, however, this is not 

fully perceived as a key need for most of the use cases as described above.  

 

4) Perception of an immature wireless market  

There is a clear perception of quick obsolescence and market fragmentation of wireless technologies. Some of the 

inferred reasons are: 

I) There is a belief that wireless technologies are very fragmented and that there is not a “de-facto” standard that can 

be adopted with confidence. This can be explained by the perceived youth of the current wireless communication 

market, where several new standards and proprietary solutions are emerging every year. 

II) For the same reasons, there is also the belief that wireless technologies have quicker obsolescence than industrial 

wired standards. This is perceived as a risk by the industry, considering that machinery has a long operative lifetime, 

sometimes in the order of 30 years.   

 

5) Environmental barriers 

The environmental characteristics of an industrial scenario are quite challenging for wireless communications. 

Although pioneering studies demonstrate high levels of reliability for WirelessHART and pre-6TiSCH networks in 

real industrial settings [5], we have observed distrust in wireless technologies. This is specially relevant in large 

metallic machines or environments where concrete walls confine parts of the machinery.  

 

4. Potential Paths for Wireless Adoption  
In this section we devise some potential paths to follow in order to address the obstacles identified before. 

 

1) Understand industrial requirements 

Perhaps one of the most surprising identified obstacles for wireless adoption results from the apparent lack of concern 

for low energy consumption and cost of industrial communication devices, although these two aspects are seen by 

researchers and wireless practitioners as highly important to guarantee adoption by the industry. Therefore, one of the 

most important goals is to improve our understanding of their requirements. We believe that without increased 

communication channels with the industry, the adoption will continue to be just anecdotal.  

 

2) Increase added value 
We perceived a lack of appreciation of the value that can provide wireless technologies. We believe that this can be 

enhanced through the following paths. 

Fill the missing gaps today: By identifying unresolved problems or by augmenting existing machinery functionalities, 

wireless can start building trust and foster adoption. Maintenance departments are key allies for wireless technologies 

as their deployment dramatically simplifies their task. Addressing support of industrial application and transport 

standards on top of wireless PHY and MAC technologies may foster adoption.  

Integration of wireless in machinery: By working together with the machinery manufacturers we could then guarantee 

that standard industrial wireless solutions used by the industry do not quickly become obsolete. Integrating industrial 

wireless solutions in the machines from the vendors they already know strengthens trust, and allows for a reduction 

the cost of adoption and implantation.  

Reduce the cost of ownership: The cost of ownership is a clear factor against change. Further efforts on standardization 

and transparent solutions to the application are needed. Efforts must be taken to simplify knowledge transfer and 

formation to the industry. Also by adapting industrial well-established technologies over different wireless 

technologies so adoption is simplified. 
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3) Improve the perception about the technology 
Since wireless technologies are perceived negatively, and over-dimensioning is the norm, technology perception 

improvement can be addressed by working on specific use-case deployments. In particular, those that can only be 

addressed by wireless technologies may be more appropriate. One such example is predictive maintenance of rotors. 

Features like temperature of the rotor’s surface, directly linked to the motor’s performance, is currently approximated 

with thermal cameras. However, embedded temperature sensors powered by battery-less RFID tags or small 6TiSCH 

networks may reliably predict performance issues, reducing maintenance downtimes and production interruptions. 

This can help the manufacturing industry to realize the benefits of wireless and create trust on the technology. 

 

4) Strong standardization 

Huge efforts are done towards Internet integration (IP-Enabled) of wireless technologies, which may now look on 

how to support the widely adopted industrial standards over IP (e.g Modbus, Profinet, etc..). For instance, promoting 

the wireless standards already adopted in other industrial markets or sectors through standardization bodies alliances, 

recent standards, and consolidating wider specifications covering multiple verticals/sectors, may help to fill the 

missing gaps and to join industrial requirements. This will provide a vision of continuity of the technology, and hence, 

reducing the quick obsolescence perception. 

  

5) Study the adequacy of more powerful wireless technologies 

It seemed clear until now that low-data rate technologies were well-suited for other industrial scenarios such as 

metering, infrastructure monitoring, etc. However, to address low-latency control loops, to improve the current 

negative perception of performance, as well as to address industry preference for reliability via over-provisioning, 

higher capacity and more reliable wireless technologies compared with the traditional low-power IoT can benefit 

wireless adoption in a substantial manner. 

 

5. Final Remarks 
In this paper, we have presented the results of a reality check of wireless technologies adoption in industrial 

environments. We have analyzed the use level of these technologies in five different sectors and identified key 

challenges and needs. We have also identified strategies for the wireless technologies industry to channel these needs 

and shape future wireless technologies. Ultimately, this should help to materialize the wireless technology adoption 

in industrial environments, that is taking too long to happen. 
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1. Introduction 

The Internet of Things has emerged in the last years as a concept that leads to a wireless Internet 

that connects a myriad of smart systems, from temperature sensors, HVAC systems, to intrusion 

detectors [1]. All these objects are expected to be deployed in homes, warehouses, streets, or 

amusement parks.Industry 4.0 is currently an emerging approach, aiming to re-use the IoT 

concepts in the automation world. The so-called Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) relies on 

wireless technologies that are able to provide a high Quality of Service (QoS) for a plethora of 

industrial applications such as vehicle automation, smart grid, automotive industry or airport 

logistics. All those applications share similar network performance requirements regarding low-

latency and high network reliability.  

To provide Quality of Service (QoS) for industrial-like wireless networks, the IEEE 802.15.4-2015 

standard was published in 2016 [2]. Time-Slotted Channel Hoping (TSCH) is among the Medium 

Access Control (MAC) schemes defined in this standard, and targets specifically the low-power, 

deterministic and reliable wireless industrial networks. TSCH relies on a strict schedule of the 

transmissions such that each application has enough transmission opportunities while avoiding 

transmission collisions. When a node is not involved in a transmission or reception, it can safely 

switch its radio interface off to save energy.  

To construct an accurate schedule, the network needs to select the best route(s) for each flow, and 

to allocate enough transmission opportunities to each node along the path to the sink. Estimating 

the link quality is consequently of prime interest: Selecting a suboptimal preferred parent implies 

that many packets have to be retransmitted to be correctly received by the next hop. The routing 

topology is in other words inefficient and the incriminated nodes may quickly run out of energy. 

Iova et al. [3] highlighted the presence of oscillations in RPL, with many parent changes when 

using a dynamic link quality metric.  

In this letter, we propose to focus on the initial parent choice when a node has to join the network. 

We share here our experimental characterization, which focuses on the convergence phase.   
2. Convergence of RPL when using a default initial metric 

Let us consider the topology depicted in Figure 1. In this letter, we propose to focus on the initial 

parent choice when a node has to join the network. We share here our experimental 

characterization, which focuses on the convergence phase.   

We assume that RPL is used for routing [4]. Let us consider that RPL uses the ETX metric (i.e. 

average number of transmissions before receiving an acknowledgment) to select the best routes. 

RPL relies on an objective function to translate a link metric into a rank, denoting the virtual 

distance between the node and the border router. To use the best routes, a node selects as preferred 

parent its lowest ranked neighbor [4]. The ranks of nodes in its vicinity are derived from the 

respective estimated quality of the links with these nodes. Unfortunately, measuring the ratio of 

packet errors requires to exchange first some data packets. Thus, an initial default link quality may 

be associated with the inactive neighbors. While the 6TiSCH-minimal draft [5] does not 
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recommend any default ETX value for inactive neighbors, the OpenWSN1 implementation uses a 

fixed default link cost equal to 4, thus assuming that the ETX toward an inactive neighbor is 4.  

Let consider the Figure 1, with a multihop topology of 6 nodes, including the sink. Each node (N) 

computes its rank based on the rank of its preferred parent (P), and its link quality: 

𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘(𝑁) = 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘(𝑃) +  MinHopRankIncrease ∗ ETX(N → P) 

with MinHopRankIncrease being a constant (by default equal to 256), and (ETX(N→P)) 

denotes the ETX metric from N to P. 

If a default ETX value is used when a link is unprobed. Thus, the node N selects as preferred parent 

its neighbor with the lowest rank, i.e. the node A. After the association, the link (N,A) is used, and 

the link quality estimation is refined, with the correct ETX value: its rank is finally updated (1537). 

Since the node B provides now a lower rank with default ETX value (4*256+260<1537), N 

changes its preferred parent to B (which will give a lower rank using the default value 1284). We 

can note that the node N probes iteratively each of its neighbors as preferred parent.  

Inversely, N will not select C or D as parent although they provide a better path to the border router. 

Indeed, their rank with the default value would be 1304 and 1324 respectively. Unfortunately, the 

rank of B (with its actual ETX) is 1028, strictly inferior to the default rank of the other possible 

parents. A too large ETX default value for inactive neighbors prevents to select the best parents 

eventually.  

 
Figure 2: Convergence of the preferred parent choice when using a default ETX value 

 

The problem becomes even trickier to handle with temporal variations, very common for this kind 

of scenario [6]. For inactive neighbors, the link metric was evaluated a long time ago and does not 

reflect the current quality. De facto, these neighbors will never be considered again to serve as 

preferred parent, except if the current one crashes or its link quality becomes very bad (i.e. ETX > 

4).  For higher network densities, a node may limit the number of neighbors to be included in its 

neighbors table. In such scenarios, the node would exclude periodically from its table bad 

neighbors or even nodes that have stayed a long time without communicating. Later, they might 

be added back with the default link cost until they are probed again. With this inclusion/removal, 

a node may consider again a bad neighbor when a parent changing is required.  
3. Initial Link Quality Estimation with a Reservation Based MAC layer 

                                                 
1 http://www.openwsn.org  

http://www.openwsn.org/
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IEEE 802.15.4-2015-TSCH requires a strict schedule of the transmissions. Each cell is identified 

by its timeslot and channel offset, and is allocated to a set of transmitters. During a shared cell, 

several transmitters can transmit using a backoff value to regulate the contention. Typically, all 

the nodes have to stay awake during a shared cell so that a broadcast packet is received by all the 

nodes with a single radio transmission. Inversely, dedicated cells are contention free, and are 

allocated to a set of transmitters and receivers which do not mutually interfere.  

When executed on top of the IEEE 802.15.4-2015-TSCH, a node has consequently to reserve an 

amount of transmissions opportunities (cells) after having selected its preferred parent. Reserving 

a set of cells in the scheduling matrix allows the node to transmit its data packets in a contention 

free manner.  However, estimating the link quality for inactive neighbors is particularly 

challenging. Reserving some contention-free cells for probing each neighbor would provide a very 

accurate link quality estimation, but would also waste a large amount of radio resource. Inversely, 

the probes may be broadcasted [7], with transmissions being scheduled in the cells dedicated to 

broadcast (with contention). Unfortunately, the collisions may distort the estimation. 

Moreover, changing the preferred parent over a reservation-based MAC layer is very expensive. 

A node has to reinstall a new set of cells for its new parent. Meanwhile, the data packets use the 

shared cells, prone to collisions. Thus, routing instabilities negatively impact both the reliability 

and the overhead.  

For this purpose, we used the FIT IoT-Lab2 testbed of Strasbourg to measure the number of 

preferred parent changes, and the reliability before the network converges. We used the 

OpenWSN1 stack, which implements both IEEE802.15.4-TSCH and RPL protocols. We selected 

31 nodes to highlight the instability which arises even in small-scale topologies.  

  
Figure 3 – (a) Number of parent changes/6p commands and (b) the distribution of packet losses during the 

convergence. 

Figure 2(a) exhibits this instability during the convergence phase. We measured the number of 

parent changes and the number of requests generated by the 6P protocol to modify the schedule. 

They denote the convergence of the stack.  We can observe a high frequency of parent changes 

and 6P requests. The nodes switch their preferred parents even if the link quality estimation has 

varied slightly. Because at first a node does not know the link quality to an inactive neighbor, it 

uses the default link cost. Then, nodes will keep changing their preferred parent until they find a 

neighbor that fulfills the reliability requirement (i.e. ETX < 4). In addition, the instability also 

affects the Packet Delivery Rate as shown in Figure 2(b). The proportion of lost packets is much 

                                                 
2 https://www.iot-lab.info/  

https://www.iot-lab.info/
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higher during the convergence phase, as the nodes ‘blindly’ select parents using the default link 

quality value. The packets are even dropped because the node has no transmission opportunity 

toward its preferred parent. Using a hysteresis function [8] would reduce the number of parent 

changes, but at the price of using very suboptimal parents. 
4. Conclusion 

In this paper, we highlighted the impact of the default link quality metric for non-probed links on 

the routing convergence. Changing several times its preferred parent is particularly expensive in 

TSCH: new transmission opportunities have to be reserved in the schedule, requiring many control 

packets. Besides, many data packets may be dropped before the new cells are reserved. Our 

experiments highlighted the need of estimating accurately the link quality before attaching to a 

preferred parent. Using initially a default link quality is suboptimal, and leads to several parent 

changes. A more accurate passive link quality estimation would be very beneficial in this situation. 
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This article envisions the possibility of a 5G-enabled UAV system applied in the industrial infrastructure inspection, 

and discusses about research challenges and open issues with regard to its practical implementation. 

 

1. Introduction 

The wireless communication technologies became an interesting choice for different areas of industrial automation, 

due to their increased deployment time and higher mobility. In the context of an emerging variety of device hardware 

and available communication technologies, the 5G cellular communications are being considered as a promising 

technology and a potential key driver towards the large-scale adoption of future industrial systems. In particular, 

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) and UAV systems, coupled with a 5G communication means, are already 

considered as a promising technology for different fields of application, ranging from automated disaster management 

to automated industrial inspection. 

In this article, we envision a 5G-enabled UAV system for industrial infrastructure inspection, and describe its main 

components. Furthermore, we point out challenges of such a system in terms of UAV precise positioning and 

localization, creating and maintaining the information relay network, UAV physical constraints and failure handling, 

automated network maintenance and UAV charging, communication security and robustness. 

In the remainder of this work, current wireless technologies used in industrial applications are described in Section 2, 

the impact of 5G network on Internet of Things (IoT) and industry is discussed in Section 3, while recent advances in 

UAV technology for infrastructural inspection are provided in Section 4. Challenges and open issues within 5G 

enabled UAV systems are identified in Section 5 and the conclusion is drawn in Section 6.  

2. Wireless Technologies for Industrial Applications   

Rapid advances in wireless technologies applied to the domain of consumer electronics, have paved the way towards 

their implementation in the industrial context as well. Lower wireless infrastructure cost in comparison to its wired 

counterpart, together with the higher mobility and increased deployment time, make the wireless communication 

technologies an interesting choice for different areas of industrial automation. Aside the benefits that wireless 

technologies offer, most of the industrial applications require tight constraints in terms of real-time operation and 

reliability, that are hard to meet due to the characteristics of the wireless communication medium. Challenges 

regarding communication issues with wireless technologies in industrial environments are discussed in [10].  

Taking account of the real-time operation, reliability and security constraints of industrial processes, current industrial 

systems leverage different wired and wireless communication technologies in different applications ranging from 

Smart Grids [12] to the Internet of Things (IoT) [11]. IoT in particular represents a promising future building block 

for industrial applications by federating most of the recent technological advances in sensor devices, tracking 

technology, low-range wireless and cellular communications.  

An interested reader can refer to the selection of research areas in the field of protocol and system design for industrial 

communications, is presented in [9]. Furthermore, a survey of the latest trends in the communication domain for 

distributed industrial systems, that emphasize the important issues such as dependability and standardization, is 

provided in [2].  

3. 5G for IoT and Industry  

The mobile broadband network that is constantly evolving, providing new services, several times higher data rates 

and broad coverage, has arrived up to its 5th generation. Not only focusing on the faster data rates, 5G network also 

addresses new issues regarding the energy efficiency, support for new and emerging devices, communication 

reliability, network congestion and lower service cost. In essence, it will rely on the Software Defined Networking 

(SDN) paradigm, allowing on-the-fly, remote and autonomous network reconfiguration, thus providing higher Quality 
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of Service for end users.  

Evolving in parallel with 5G, the concept of IoT gained more traction with a large variety of low-power and low-cost 

devices that emerged in recent years, together with a variety of implemented supporting communication technologies. 

This variety of device hardware and available communication technologies impedes the movement towards a unified 

and ubiquitous communication technology that could address the communication constraints in an industrial 

environment. Nevertheless, novel industrial scenarios rely on adaptive manufacturing, real-time logistics, autonomous 

transportation, automated infrastructural inspection, and require a seamless and reliable communication among all of 

the industrial sub-systems.  

In this context, the 5G cellular communications are being considered as a promising technology and a potential key 

driver towards the large-scale adoption of a future IoT. The analysis of the potential of the 5G technology in the IoT 

context in presented in [7], where authors also illustrate the potential business shifts that an IoT approach coupled 

with 5G could cause.  

Figure 1. 5G-enabled UAV system for industrial infrastructure inspection. 

 

A detailed survey on the 5G cellular network architecture, together with more information about some of the key 

emerging technologies, can be found in [3]. In their work, authors propose a general 5G cellular network architecture 

that integrates small cell access points, network cloud, device-to-device communications and IoT into one all-

encompassing system. Similarly, in [5], authors propose a concept of an intelligent cross-domain 5G network 

management system relying on the technological enablers such as cognitive methods and virtualization techniques for 

joint management of mobile cellular and industrial networks.  

4. UAVs for Industrial Infrastructure Inspection   

Since their conception, most of the robotic technologies have been used in all the industrial segments, notably for the 

purposes of monitoring, inspection, maintenance and reparation of an infrastructure. The wide adoption of these 

robotic technologies lies in the possibility of automated tasks that are considered to be dull or dangerous, but also on 

the possibility to greatly reduce the operational cost and increase the speed of a production cycle. At the beginning, a 

robotic manipulator was piloted remotely by a skilled operator, however, recently the robots gain more and more 

cognitive autonomy that allows for an industrial process to be completely automated and optimized. A review of 

robotic solutions applied in the onshore oil and gas industry, mainly focused on the in-pipe inspection robots, tank 

inspection robots, wireless sensor networks (WSN) and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV), is presented in [8].  

In particular, UAVs and UAV systems are already considered as a promising technology in different fields, ranging 

from automated disaster management [1] to automated industrial inspection [4, 6]. In the example of low-cost, fast, 

and safe power line inspection, that would increase the quality of power delivery, an automated UAV inspection is 

discussed in [4]. Similarly, in [6], authors present a small-scale Unmanned Aerial System (UAS) dedicated to 

infrastructural inspection in GPS-denied indoor industrial environment. The paper shows that it is possible to rely on 

a lightweight vision-aided inertial navigation system in order to obtain a precise localization information needed for a 

precise indoor inspection.  

In this article, we envision a 5G controlled UAV system for industrial infrastructure inspection (Figure 1). 
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Aforementioned communication issues rising from the plethora of different communication solutions could all be 

merged into all encompassing 5G communication system that would provide the communication among all the 

components of the system, thus interconnecting remote operator with a particular UAV doing the inspection. The 

UAV system would include a pre-deployed UAV stations (that could be fixed or mobile), and that an operator could 

remotely access through a dedicated control station. As shown in Figure 1, UAVs in the system could have multiple 

roles: infrastructure inspection role (which is their main role), replacement role (in order to replace the operational 

UAVs with drained battery), and communication relay role. Indeed, UAVs not only survey the affected area but also 

assist in establishing vital wireless communication links between the UAV stations and nearest available 

communication infrastructure. 

This kind of architecture allows an increased reliability and inspection speed since it allows the use of multiple UAVs 

in the inspection role, and provides an operator with a continuous remote inspection service by running an automated 

UAV replacement and an information handover algorithm. The possibility to relocate the visual information 

processing on a dedicated web server provides the complete system and thus the system operator/user with a greater 

power in terms of infrastructure inspection speed, automated infrastructural failure detection and automated 

infrastructure status report. The arrival of the 5G network with its ubiquity, dedicated network slicing, connection 

reliability and increased information throughput, promises greater expansion of proposed UAV systems, not only in 

the field of infrastructural inspection, but also in other industry segments. 

5. Challenges and Open Issues   

Involving UAVs and UAV systems in industrial infrastructure inspection arises several communication and control 

related research challenges, as described below. 

UAV precise positioning and localization. Although numerous research and development efforts rely on the use of 

global positioning systems for UAV localization, the particular nature of infrastructural inspection requires high 

precision localization information in both indoor and outdoor environments, that is not easily achievable. Given the 

high precision requirements for the structural inspection, hybrid approaches that integrate visual odometry, global 

positioning system and inertial sensors measurements, should be employed. Furthermore, in the particular context of 

the UAV systems composed of several UAV executing the inspection mission simultaneously, a simultaneous 

localization and mapping techniques relying on the localization information exchange among the UAVs could greatly 

increase the positioning and localization precision. 

Creating and maintaining the information relay network. The information relaying network formed by the UAVs is 

completely aerial and must have a high level of resilience towards wireless link outages owing to motion-related 

changes or energy-level changes among the UAVs. The creation and maintenance of an ad-hoc information relay 

network is usually a two stage process: an initial round of centralized determination of optimal relay points that 

connect the other parts of the UAV system to the nearest RAN, followed by a round of de-centralized correction during 

the deployment.  

UAV physical constraints and failure handling. One of the most important constraints imposed on the use of UAVs 

in any area is their resistance to weather conditions. It is important to focus on the development of specialized hardware 

suitable for industrial environments, as well as control algorithms that could improve the collective behavior and 

agility of a UAV system, due to the possible harsh conditions in which the proposed UAV system should be able to 

perform. Although the envisioned system is designed to be automated up to the point of executing the infrastructural 

inspection automatically in a scheduled periods of time, in order to ensure the fail-safe operation of the overall system, 

the operation of the UAVs and the UAV station should be supervised by a human operator present on the spot. The 

human supervisory component in the system has the task of resetting or stopping the UAVs by engaging the kill-

switch, or by manually overriding the remote UAV control. Once the system proved to be feasible in practice, more 

advanced automated failure handling procedures are to be envisioned and implemented. 

Automated network maintenance and UAV charging. Applicable to all the industrial use cases, battery-powered UAVs 

may need to intermittently dissociate from their inspection mission and the information relay network in order to 

recharge. Duty cycling these UAVs, i.e., selecting their alternating operational and charging durations, requires careful 

optimization formulations so that the relay path is always connected, an adequate level of service is provided to the 

users, and the downtime of each UAV is minimized. Several interesting problems exist in this space, including: (i) 

performing optimal handoffs between the roles of surveying, last-mile communication with users, and data relaying, 

(ii) choosing the charging duration, i.e., making tradeoff decisions on whether charging instants should be proactive, 

even if their battery is not completely depleted, (iii) optimizing the number of hops by building accurate 3-D channel 
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models for various weather conditions and land topologies. The location of charging points as well as the energy 

transfer methods must be carefully optimized as this impacts the duration of active service. Magnetic-induction based 

charging plates installed on the supporting mobile or fixed UAV stations is one feasible option, which allows the 

UAVs to land and re-charge without manual intervention. 

Communication security and robustness. In order to provide a robust UAV network control and an uninterrupted 

information flow towards an end-user, emphasis must be placed on the communication security. Malicious attacks are 

closely related to the UAV network in operation, where robust communication protocols play the role of utmost 

importance.  

6. Conclusion 

In this article, we envisioned a 5G-enabled UAV system for industrial infrastructure inspection, and described its main 

components. Furthermore, we pointed out the challenges of such a system in terms of UAV precise positioning and 

localization, creating and maintaining the information relay network, UAV physical constraints and failure handling, 

automated network maintenance and UAV charging, communication security and robustness. The arrival of the 5G 

network with its ubiquity, dedicated network slicing, connection reliability and increased information throughput, 

promises greater expansion of 5G-enabled UAV systems, not only in the field of infrastructural inspection, but also 

in other industry segments. 
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1. Introduction 

 
We have moved on from the days when social media were dominated by texts; the popular social networking 

enterprises certainly have changed over the years, and their profound usage of digital images will continue to increase 

as time progresses. With the advent of new technologies, mobile phone image quality has made considerable progress. 

Consequently, the digital images produced by them occupy larger storage space. Due to these large sizes, images take 

larger bandwidth and more time for upload or download through the Internet, thus making it inconvenient for file 

sharing, especially in crowded environments. To combat this problem, in this paper we lay out a proposal for a user 

satisfaction driven bandwidth allocation scheme for image transmission in a crowded environment. The crowded 

environment that we have in mind includes among others, large indoor/outdoor concerts, soccer/football games and 

political rallies. A large number of individuals attend such events and a significant portion of them take images of the 

happenings in the arena with their cell phones and transmit them to their friends off the arena using apps such as 

Whatsapp or post them on Facebook. The bandwidth available in the events arena is usually constrained by the limited 

number of gateways to carry the data traffic from the arena to the external world. The users also expect that the 

transmitted images are delivered to their destination or posted in platforms, such as Facebook, in real time. Failure of 

the network service provider to ensure this requirement causes user dissatisfaction, which the network service provider 

clearly wants to avoid. We argue that user satisfaction is a function of the received image quality and the delay in 

receiving the image. The user satisfaction will be high if the received image is of high quality and arrived at the 

intended destination after a small delay. The image quality in turn depends on the image size (x × y inches) and image 

resolution (z dpi) and a third parameter referred to as the saliency concordance metric, which is explained in detail in 

the section IV. The image file size is given by the product of the image size and the image resolution. Higher image 

quality can be obtained by having large image size and/or high image resolution. However, high image quality also 

implies large image file size. If the bandwidth allocated to a user by the network service provider is fixed, then the 

delay encountered by the user will also increase with increase in the image file size. Thus, the parameters, image 

quality and delay, essentially are antagonistic with respect to each other in their role in improving user satisfaction. 

User satisfaction is not only a function of image quality and delay but also a function of the economic aspect of the 

service provided by the operator (service charges). However, for the purpose of this study, we focus primarily on the 

technical component of the user satisfaction (image quality and delay) instead of the economic component.  
The network service provider (NSP) would like maximize the number of satisfied customers. We assume that each 

customer Ci, 1≤i≤n has a customer satisfaction threshold τi, 1≤i≤n. However, due to limited radio resources (frequency 

spectrum, bandwidth) available to the NSP, it may not be possible for the NSP to provide services at a level that will 

satisfy all the customers. In such a scenario, the NSP has to carefully develop a policy to serve the customers so that 

overall user dissatisfaction is minimized or overall user satisfaction is maximized.  
User-satisfaction-based bandwidth allocation schemes in wireless environment have been studied in [1, 10, 11, 12, 

14]. Among these studies, the one that comes closest to the problem being discussed in this paper is [10]. However, 

there exists significant differences between the approach taken in [10] and the one proposed in this paper. In many 

studies on user-satisfaction-based resource allocation problem (including [10]), user-satisfaction is modeled over 

logarithmic or exponential functions. We propose a machine-learning-based approach to compute the user-satisfaction 

function. We plan to develop this function based on customer survey data that includes the quality of image, delay 

encountered and corresponding user-satisfaction index. The user-satisfaction function used in [10] does not take into 

account any semantic information from the image being transmitted. A major difference between our approach and 

the one proposed in [10] is that we incorporate saliency-based information in our image compression framework.  
The authors in [1] study satisfaction maximization problem for both real time and non-real time services. They use 

two different approaches, one heuristic and the other utility based to find solutions to the satisfaction maximization 

problem in real time and non-real time environments. As correctly noted in [1], one of the most important aspect of 

NRT service is information integrity, i.e., information loss is unacceptable. However, the application scenario that’s 

under consideration in this paper, i.e., image transmission in a crowded environment, a certain amount of information 

loss (either through image compression or any other means) may be acceptable, as long as it doesn’t significantly 
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degrade the image quality. A number of techniques are currently available for image compression [2, 5]. A short 

review of these techniques is presented in section III. In this paper, we propose a novel saliency-based image 

compression technique to reduce the image file size without significantly reducing user satisfaction.  
The images transmitted from the crowded environments under consideration in this paper will have some salient 

objects. For example, in an image of a soccer match, it is highly likely that the viewer will be more interested in the 

player and soccer ball movements, rather than other objects in the image. This implies that some objects in the image 

will be considered more important (salient) than others. This importance will be based on a number of visual, as well 

as, cognitive factors. The recipients of the images will be more interested in these objects than other parts of the image. 

Accordingly, as long as the quality of the salient objects in the image remains high, it’s expected that the user 

satisfaction will also remain high, irrespective of the quality of the non-salient objects.  
Our proposed scheme of user satisfaction driven bandwidth allocation for image transmission takes advantage of 

salient object detection effort in the image processing domain [7, 8, 5, 3, 6]. We recognize that at the present time, 

due to privacy issues, the NSPs are unable to see the image and as such cannot run any salient object detection 

algorithm on it. However, we envisage a scenario where the users may be willing to provide a waiver to the NSP to 

carry out salient object detection algorithm on the transmitted image, particularly if it contributes to enhanced user 

satisfaction. In the following section we explain our scheme in detail.  
2. User Satisfaction Driven Bandwidth Allocation Scheme for Image Transmission 
In our model, we assume that n customers, Ci, 1≤i≤n, are attempting to transmit one image each, Ii,1≤i≤n, 

simultaneously. The size of image Ii, 1≤i≤n, (x × y inches), is denoted by Si and the resolution of Ii (z dpi) is denoted 

by Ri. The size of the corresponding image file, denoted Fi is given as the product of Si and Ri, i.e., Fi=Si × Ri. The 

NSP controls one or more gateways near the event venue, whose combined bandwidth is denoted by B. We assume 

that each customer Ci has a declared Acceptable User Satisfaction Threshold AUSTi (τi). We also assume that the NSP 

has some customer profile information from which τi for customer Ci can be estimated. The NSP needs to adopt a 

policy to decide on the amount of bandwidth to allocate to customer Ci (denoted by Ai) so that satisfaction of customer 

Ci should have minimal deviation from the threshold τi. Suppose that the bandwidth required by the customer Ci to 

attain satisfaction threshold τi is SAi. Due to fixed (and limited) bandwidth B that is available to the NSP, it is 

conceivable that at times ∑ 𝑆𝐴𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1  will be greater than B. In such circumstances, the NSP has to allocate bandwidth 

Ai to customer Ci, where Ai ≤ SAi. Clearly, such an allocation will cause user dissatisfaction. The goal of the bandwidth 

allocation policy of the NSP is to minimize user dissatisfaction.  
In order to realize the NSP’s objective of minimizing user dissatisfaction (or maximizing user satisfaction), one first 

needs a quantifiable way of measuring user satisfaction. In our model user satisfaction is a function of quality of the 

received image and the delay encountered while receiving the image. We denote the quality of image Ii as IQi and 

delay encountered by Ii as δi. The user satisfaction of customer Ci is denoted by USi is taken to be a function of IQi 

and δi, i.e., 

 𝑈𝑆𝑖 = 𝑓1(𝐼𝑄𝑖 , 𝛿𝑖) (1) 

The quality of image IQi is a function of image size Si, resolution Ri and a third parameter referred to as the saliency 

concordance metric (SCMi) (see section IV).  

 𝐼𝑄𝑖 = 𝑓2(𝑆𝑖 , 𝑅𝑖 , 𝑆𝐶𝑀𝑖) (2) 

The delay encountered by customer Ci is a function of the image file size Fi and the bandwidth allocated to Ci by the 

NSP (Ai) and is obtained by dividing Fi by Ai:  

 
𝛿𝑖 = 𝑓3(𝐹𝑖 , 𝐴𝑖) =

𝐹𝑖

𝐴𝑖
 

 
(3) 

3. Review of Image Compression Techniques 
In this section, we first review saliency-based and non-saliency-based standard image compression techniques. This 

is followed by our proposed saliency-based user satisfaction scheme.  
3.1. Non-Saliency-Based Standard Image Compression 
Usually image compression is generally guided by standard compression schemes like JPEG (Joint Photographic 

Experts Group) and JPEG2000 which are independent of image context information. The JPEG algorithm operates on 

the YCbCr color space, where Y channel contains luminance information and Cb and Cr channels carry color 

information. As our visual system is more sensitive to luminance than color, the color information from the two 

channels are down-sampled in both the horizontal and vertical directions. This is followed by partitioning of each 

image channel into blocks of 8×8 pixels. Compression is applied on each image block on all the three channels. The 

technique initiates by applying Discrete Cosine Transformation over a 8×8 block, yielding a 8×8 matrix of DCT 

coefficients as a replacement of the original 64 pixel values. Based on the image quality demanded, the compression 

algorithm selects an appropriate quantization table of size 8×8. This table is used to divide the DCT coefficient matrix 
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values. In order to favor small gradual tonal changes over high-frequency transitions, the division operation rounds 

off to the nearest integer. A consequence of this quantization step is reduction of the variation in matrix values- the 

resulting matrix values will likely have same values or be zeros. Representation of such matrices having numbers that 

are either similar or zero is significantly effective for compression. The process terminates by compressing these 

coefficients by an arithmetic/Huffman encoding scheme, which leads to further reduction of file size.  
The JPEG2000 standard [2] compresses images in a similar way as the JPEG format, with a major change in the 

transformation step- the usage of Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) in place of DCT yields better image quality at 

very high compression efficiency.  
3.2. Saliency-Based Image Compression 
Recognition of contextual cues aids in capturing underlying inter-relationships between objects of particular interest 

from a given image, and forms a task of paramount significance in the image processing and computer vision 

community. Consequently, automated identification and localization of these visually interesting regions, consistent 

with human perception, finds a wide range of applications. Along with extracting semantically meaningful 

descriptions of objects, exclusive processing of salient objects yields a compact region-based description of an image. 

Standard compression schemes like JPEG, JPEG2000 do not capture these semantic information, and severely degrade 

salient region data. This can be circumvented by utilizing image compression techniques that prevent the degradation 

of salient regions at low bit-rates [3, 4], and also reduce the cost of image storage and transmission. The filtered 

regions of an image can be explicitly handled, transmitted and re-constructed at the receiver end.  
Being a classical problem of computer vision, salient object detection have been extensively studied in the last few 

years [7, 6, 5]. In [5], the authors proposed a new compression technique and used context-aware object detection 

framework proposed in [6, 7]. In our scheme, we use a novel salient object detection technique, which is distinctly 

different from the one proposed in [6, 7]. This scheme is discussed in detail in the next section. For the sake of 

completeness, we provide a short review of the saliency-guided compression scheme used in [5]. The technique 

progresses along two paths:  
Generation of wavelet saliency map: The salient-object identification initiates with context-aware object detection [6, 

7], which locates regions with different degrees of saliency. After object detection in a given image (through 

implementation of context-aware algorithm similar to Cadena et. al. [8]), we use a new technique to identify the salient 

regions with different levels of importance, which described in the next section. The magnitude of importance of a 

particular region is portrayed by its pixel values in the saliency map, with higher pixel values signifying higher saliency. 

In order to avoid the overhead of processing arbitrarily-shaped regions of interest in the saliency map, each region is 

approximated with a rectangular bounding box having a constant saliency value. In the subsequent stage, a 

transformation from the rectangular spatial saliency map to a wavelet domain saliency map is performed, so as to 

choose the coefficients that will be transmitted first.  
For a wavelet coefficient, the wavelet saliency is defined as the summation of pixel values at all those points which 

have non-zero values of wavelet basis function. For a given image I and the corresponding spatial saliency map 𝑠𝐼 , 

the original image dimensions is resized to M and N, where M, N≡0(mod 2K ) and K being the number of levels in the 

desired wavelet decomposition. The following equation is used to recursively compute the wavelet saliency 𝑠𝑤
𝑘  for 

Low-Low (LL) bands using Haar wavelet transform, where k denotes the decomposition level (k∈{0,1,2,...,K−1}):  

 
s𝑤

𝑘+1(𝑖, 𝑗) = ∑ ∑ s𝑤
𝑘 (𝑖′, 𝑗′)

2𝑗

𝑗′=2𝑗−1

2𝑖

𝑖′=2𝑖−1

 

 

(4) 

Here 𝑖 = 1, 2, … . .
𝑀

2𝑘 and 𝑗 = 1, 2, … . .
𝑁

2𝑘 . The basis of the recursion in equation (1) is 𝑠𝑤
0 (𝑖, 𝑗) = 𝑠𝐼(𝑖, 𝑗), where 𝑠𝐼(𝑖, 𝑗) is 

the spatial saliency at (i,j) . In order to expedite the wavelet transformation process, the wavelet saliency values of 

Low-Low (LL) band is copied to the corresponding locations of the Low-High (LH), High-Low (HL) and High-High 

(HH) bands. Now, with a spacial saliency value of 1 for the background, the wavelet saliency values will be in 

multiples of 4k for k ∈{1,2,...,K} (since Haar wavelet’s support is 4 pixels). Now, if a spatial saliency value of 4k'+1 

is used (k'∈N) for salient regions, k′ levels of salient region wavelet coefficients will be transmitted before the Kth level 

of background wavelet coefficients. In other words, the salient regions are k levels ahead from the background in 

terms of saliency.  
Generation of quantized wavelet transform coefficients: This module initiates by performing Haar wavelet transform 

on the YCbCr image equivalent of the original RGB image. As the human visual system is more sensitive to luminance 

than chrominance, sub-sampling of both the Cb and Cr channels are performed, both horizontally and vertically, by 

assigning the LH, HL and HH wavelet coefficients to zero at the best scale.  
Quantization of these wavelet transform coefficients are obtained on a sub-band basis. After being mean-subtracted, 

each sub-band is scaled to an 8-bit integer. A part of the coefficients is then chosen for transmission using the first 
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step, as indicated by bitrate requirements. The selected coefficients, sequentially ordered by saliency, are written into 

a binary file. This file is then subjected to two-fold entropy coding- the first technique being LZ77 algorithm, followed 

by Markov chain based range coding [9]. The resulting file is transmitted as per the bit-rate constraints, along with the 

mean and scaling factors of the selected coefficients.  
The received bounding box data is utilized to reproduce the original saliency map. An identical wavelet transform 

algorithm is deployed to compute the equivalent wavelet saliency map. Using these information, the decoder decodes 

the wavelet transform coefficients and assigns them in accurate locations in the wavelet decomposition structure. Re-

scaling of each coefficient for every sub-band is performed, using corresponding scale coefficient and mean value, 

followed by an inverse wavelet transform. The resultant image will be in YCbCr color space, which is further subjected 

to transformation in the RGB color space to reconstruct the sent image. Figure 1 shows a reconstructed image for 

JPEG, JPEG-2000 and the saliency-based compression algorithm presented in [5] (image obtained from the UMD 

faces dataset).  

 
Figure 1: (a) Original Image, (b) Reconstructed JPEG image, (c) Reconstructed JPEG-2000 image, (d) Reconstructed 

image using the compression algorithm in [5] (Picture courtesy [5]).  
4. Saliency-Based User Satisfaction Scheme 
As noted earlier, user satisfaction is a function of image quality and delay. Image quality in turn is a function of image 

size, image resolution and saliency concordance metric. High user satisfaction is ensured by high image quality and 

low delay. Both image quality and delay are dependent in image file size. In general, high quality image increases the 

image file size, which in turn increases transmission delay. Since user satisfaction depends on both image quality and 

delay, the NSP has to carefully balance conflicting requirements of image quality and delay to maximize user 

satisfaction. The underlying assumption of the saliency based user satisfaction scheme is that as long as the quality of 

the salient objects in the image is high, user satisfaction will also remain high, irrespective of the quality of the non-

salient objects. Various techniques for extraction of salient objects from an image are known [5, 7, 6]. The image Ii 

may comprise of object set Oi and is given as Oi={Oi,1,Oi,2,…,Oi,pi}. In order to reduce the file size, the NSP sends 

only qi, (qi < pi) most salient objects in Oi to the receiver and the receiver reconstructs the image with this set of 

objects. In order for the NSP to send the qi most salient objects, the NSP first has to rank the objects in the set Oi in 

order of their saliency from the perspective of the customer. The NSP most likely will not accurately know the 

customer perspective of the objects from the saliency standpoint. However, the NSP can estimate the customer 

perspective with a certain degree of confidence if the NSP has some knowledge of customer preference. We assume 

the NSP maintains a repository of images transmitted by the user over a period of time to understand that user’s 

preference and perspective. The image repository of customer Ci is denoted by IRi and comprises of images IRi,1,      

1≤ i ≤ ri, i.e., IRi = {IRi,1, IRi,2,…, IRi,ri }. Let 𝐼𝑅𝑖
𝑘 ⊆ IRi denote the subset of images in the image repository IRi that 

contains the object Oi,k, 1 ≤ k ≤ pi , an object in the set Oi. Let C(Ii, 𝐼𝑅𝑖
𝑘) be the image in the set 𝐼𝑅𝑖

𝑘  that is closest to 

the image Ii according to some proximity/similarity measure, such as Spatial Pyramid Matching [13]. Let 

𝐶𝐼𝑆(𝐼𝑖) =∪k=1
𝑝𝑖 𝐶(𝐼𝑖 , 𝐼𝑅𝑖

𝑘 ) denote the set of images closest to Ii that contains the object Oi,k, 1≤k≤pi. The NSP’s 

estimated rank of the object Oi,k from the user perspective will be equal to the rank of the image C(Ii, 𝐼𝑅𝑖
𝑘) in the set 

CIS(Ii) in terms it’s proximity to the image Ii according to some proximity measure [13].  
Using the ranking function defined above, the salient objects in the set Oi={Oi,1,Oi,2,…,Oi,pi} are ranked from the 

highest to the lowest. After this ranking, qi highest ranked objects are selected for transmission to the sender. The 

Saliency Concordance Metric of image Ii is given as the ratio of qi to pi , i.e., 𝑆𝐶𝑀𝑖 =  
𝑞𝑖

𝑝𝑖
.  

Earlier we stated that the quality of image Ii (IQi) is given as function of image size, resolution and Saliency-

Concordance Metric. Now, we define the function f2(*, *, *)  as :  
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𝑓2(𝑆𝑖 , 𝑅𝑖 , 𝑆𝐶𝑀𝑖) = 𝜔1

𝑆𝑖
′

𝑆𝑖
+  𝜔2

𝑅𝑖
′

𝑅𝑖
+ 𝜔3𝑆𝐶𝑀𝑖 

 

(5) 

where 𝜔1, 𝜔2 and 𝜔3 represents weights associated with normalized size and normalized resolution and saliency 

concordance metric SCMi , with 𝜔1+𝜔2+𝜔3=1. 𝑆𝑖
′
 and 𝑅𝑖

′ represent the size and the resolution of the original image 

supplied by the sender and 𝑆𝑖
′
 and 𝑆𝑖

′
 represent the size and the resolution of the image actually transmitted by the 

NSP, after transforming the image through the salient object detection and modification algorithm.  

Once the size 𝑆𝑖
′
 and resolution 𝑆𝑖

′
R'i of the image Ii is determined, it’s file size 𝐹𝑆𝑖

′
 is also determined. The delay δi 

encountered for transmission of this file depends on the bandwidth Ai allocated by the NSP for transmission of this 

file. As user satisfaction is given by the first equation, we need to identify the function f1(*, *)   that maps a combination 

of IQi and δi to USi. We propose a machine learning based technique to determine the function f1(*, *). As indicated 

earlier, in our model the NSP maintains a repository of images that were sent by the user. This repository, in addition 

to the images, also stores the image quality IQi and delay δi for each of the images. Moreover, in our model we assume 

that the NSP through questionnaire survey of the customer acquires the information regarding user satisfaction USi for 

each of the images transmitted. The information regarding IQi, δi and the corresponding USi can be maintained in a 

survey table. By applying appropriate machine learning algorithm, the function f1(*, *) can be computed with a high 

degree of accuracy.  

We assume that each customer Ci has a declared Acceptable User Satisfaction Threshold AUSTi (τi). When an image 

Ii is transmitted by the NSP, the actual value user satisfaction USi corresponding to this image, may or may not exceed 

the AUSTi. If USi is smaller than AUSTi, the customer will be dissatisfied. In our model instead of treating user 

satisfaction as binary valued (satisfied or dissatisfied), we measure the degree of user dissatisfaction as the difference 

between USi and AUSTi. We conceive of two different objectives for the NSP. One objective may be to minimize total 

dissatisfaction, i.e.,  

 
𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒 ∑ | 𝑈𝑆𝑖 − 𝜏𝑖| 

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

 

(5) 

The second objective may be to minimize the maximum dissatisfaction, i.e.,  

 

𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒 
max
𝑖 = 1

𝑛

 | 𝑈𝑆𝑖 − 𝜏𝑖|  

 
(5) 

The NSP has to minimize either one of the above two objectives, subject to the constraint that total allocated bandwidth 

to n customers cannot exceed the available bandwidth B , ie.,  

 
∑ 𝐴𝑖 ≤ 𝐵 

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

 

(5) 

We propose the use of techniques such as Genetic Algorithms, Simulated Annealing or Tabu Search for finding the 

optimal bandwidth allocation that realizes the objectives, subject to available bandwidth constraint.  
5. Conclusion 
In this paper, we have presented a framework for saliency-based user satisfaction scheme. Our scheme relies on two 

key-features. First, to circumvent the biased realization of user-satisfiability with a generalized non-linear function, 

we propose a framework for quantifying user-satisfiability, based on customer profile. Second, in contrast to classical 

image compression technique, we propose a novel context-aware image compression scheme to reduce image file size. 

We are currently in the process of incorporating the ideas proposed in this paper in an experimental setup and evaluate 

the efficacy of our approach.  
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